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General Social Survey
Family Questionnaire GSS 10-2

Confidential when completed.  Collected under the
authority of the Statistics Act, Revised Statutes of Canada,
1985, Chapter S19.

INTRODUCTION
**************
INTRO_1 INTERVIEWER:

Repeat the introduction below if selected respondent is
different from household respondent.

Hello, I’m..........from Statistics Canada.  We are calling
you for a survey on families in Canada.

All information we collect in this voluntary survey will be
kept strictly confidential.  Your participation is essential
if the survey results are to be accurate.

(The next paragraph should be optional.)

My supervisor is working with me today and may listen to
the interview to evaluate the survey.
**************
MARSTAT  Is {household member x}’s marital status .....

Living common-law? ............................... <1>
Married? .................................................. <2>
Widowed?................................................. <3>
Divorced? ................................................. <4>
Separated?................................................ <5>
Single (never married)?........................... <6>

[CATI]: If household roster members = 1, then [Go to
INTRO_5D], else do until all household roster members are
completed, then [Go to INTRO_2]

[CATI]: If age of household member is less than 15 years
of age, then MARSTAT = 6 (Single, never married)

**************
INTRO_2 What is {household member x}’s relationship

 to {household member y}?

Husband/wife/spouse................................. <2>
Common-law partner................................. <3>
Son or daughter [Go to INTRO_3] ........... <4>
Father or mother [Go to INTRO_4] ........ <10>
Brother or sister....................................... <15>
Grandchild............................................... <20>
Grandfather or grandmother .................... <21>
Son-in-law or daughter-in-law................. <30>
Father-in-law or mother-in-law ............... <31>
Brother-in-law or sister-in-law ................ <32>
Nephew or niece...................................... <40>
Uncle or aunt ........................................... <41>
Cousin ..................................................... <42>
Other relative........................................... <50>
Non-relative............................................. <60>
Same sex partner ..................................... <70>

[CATI]: If value of y for {household member y} = total
amount of household members and x = (y - 1), then [Go to
INTRO_5D], else return and select next member of roster.
**************
INTRO_3 Is {household member x} the birth or step-

child of {household member y}?

Birth child ................................................. <5>
Adopted child ............................................ <6>
Step-child .................................................. <7>
Foster child................................................ <8>

[CATI]: If value of y for {household member y} = total
amount of household members and x = (y - 1), then [Go to
INTRO_5D], else return and select next member of roster.
**************
INTRO_4 Is {household member x} the birth or step-

father/mother of {household member y}?

Birth parent ............................................. <11>
Adoptive parent ....................................... <12>
Step parent............................................... <13>
Foster parent............................................ <14>

[CATI]: If value of y for {household member y} = total
amount of household members and x = (y - 1), then [Go to
INTRO_5D], else return and select next member of roster.
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**************
INTRO_5Y What is your year of birth? (year)

__ __ __ __ year
**************
INTRO_5M What is your month of birth? (month)

__ __ month
**************
INTRO_5D What is your day of birth? (day)

__ __ day
**************
[CATI - INTRO_6]: [Go to A1]
**************
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**************
SECTION A: Family origins
**************
A1 The following questions ask about your family

when you were growing up.
**************
A2 When you were born (adopted at birth), were

you living with both your birth (adoptive)
mother and birth (adoptive) father? (Adoptive
parents at birth are considered birth parents in
this section.)
Yes (both birth parents) ........................... <1>
Yes (adoptive parents at birth) ................. <2>
No [Go to A4] .......................................... <3>

**************
A3 Until you were 15, did you always live with

both of your birth (adopted) parents?
Yes .......................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

[CATI]: [Go to A10]
**************
A4 When you were born, did you live with your

birth mother?
Yes [Go to A7] ........................................ <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A5 Was there a female who took the role of your

mother?
Yes [Go to A5SP] .................................... <1>
No [Go to A6] .......................................... <3>

**************
A5SP Who was she?

(specify)
**************
A6 When you were born, did you live with your

birth father?
Yes [Go to A8] ........................................ <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A7 Was there a male who took the role of your

father? (when you were born)
Yes, birth father ....................................... <1>
Yes, other male [Go to A7SP] ................. <2>No <3>

[CATI]: [Go to A8]
**************
A7SP Who was he?

(specify)

**************
A8 Have your birth parents ever lived together in

a common-law relationship?
Yes........................................................... <1>
No [Go to A12] ....................................... <3>

**************
A9 Was that before or after you were born?

Before ...................................................... <1>
After......................................................... <2>
Both before and after ............................... <3>

[CATI]: [Go to  A11M]
**************
A10 When you were born (adopted at birth), were

your parents married or living together in a
common-law relationship?
Married [Go to A13M] ............................ <1>
Living together in a common-law
 relationship [Go to A11M] ..................... <2>
Other [Go to A10SP] ............................... <4>

**************
A10SP What was the situation?

(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to A12]
**************
A11M In what month and year did they begin living

together? (month)
__ __ month

**************
A11Y In what month and year did they begin living

together? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
A12 Were they ever married (to each other)?

Yes........................................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - A14]............................ <3>

**************
A13M In what month and year were they married?

(month)
__ __ month

**************
A13Y In what month and year were they married?

(year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - A14]: Review A3.  If A3 = 1, then [Go to CATI -
A27]
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**************
A15 At any time when you were growing up (before

you were 15 years of age), were there any
changes in the living situation of your parents
or the people who raised you, such as a parent
moving out, dying, re-marrying, you going to
live with a different parent, or any other
change in who raised you?
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - A27] ............................ <3>
Don’t know [Go to A28] .......................... <x>

**************
A16 What was the first change?

Lived with mother due to death of father . <1>
Lived with mother due to separation or
divorce ..................................................... <2>
Lived with mother and her new
partner/spouse .......................................... <3>
Lived with father due to death of mother . <4>
Lived with father due to separation or
divorce ..................................................... <5>
Lived with father and his new
partner/spouse .......................................... <6>
Lived in joint custody arrangement
due to separation or divorce..................... <7>
Lived with father and mother ................... <8>
Lived with someone else [Go to A16SP] . <9>

[CATI]: [Go to A17M]
***************
A16SP What was the situation?

(specify)
**************
A17M In what month and year did this (first)

parental living situation change? (month)
__ __ month

**************
A17Y In what month and year did this (first)

parental living situation change? (year)
__ __ __ __ year [Go to A18]
refused (not stated)....................................<r>

**************
A17A How old were you when this living situation

changed?
__ __ years old

**************
A18 Were there any more changes?

Yes ........................................................... <1>
No [Go to A25] ........................................ <3>

**************
A19 What was the second change then?

Lived with mother due to death of father. <1>
Lived with mother due to separation or
divorce ..................................................... <2>
Lived with mother and her new
partner/spouse.......................................... <3>
Lived with father due to death of mother. <4>
Lived with father due to separation or
divorce ..................................................... <5>
Lived with father and new partner/spouse <6>
Lived in joint custody arrangement due
to separation or divorce ........................... <7>
Lived with father and mother................... <8>
Lived with someone else [Go to A19SP]. <9>

[CATI]: [Go to A20M]
**************
A19SP What was the situation?

(specify)
**************
A20M In what month and year did this (second)

parental living situation change? (month)
 __ __ month
**************
A20Y In what month and year did this (second)

parental living situation change? (year)
  __ __ __ __ year [Go to A21]

refused (not stated) ................................... <r>
**************
A20A How old were you when this living situation

changed?
__ __ years old

**************
A21 Were there any more changes?

Yes........................................................... <1>
No [Go to A25] ....................................... <3>

**************
A22 What was the third change then?

Lived with mother due to death of father. <1>
Lived with mother due to separation or
divorce ..................................................... <2>
Lived with mother and her new
partner/spouse.......................................... <3>
Lived with father due to death of mother. <4>
Lived with father due to separation or divorce
<5>
Lived with father and new partner/spouse <6>
Lived in joint custody arrangement due
to separation or divorce ........................... <7>
Lived with father and mother................... <8>
Lived with someone else [Go to A22SP]. <9>

[CATI]: [Go to A23M]
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**************
A22SP What was the situation?

(specify)
**************
A23M In what month and year did you stop living in

this situation? (month)
 __ __ month

Still living in this situation [Go to A25]....<s>
**************
A23Y In what month and year did you stop living in

this situation? (year)
 __ __ __ __ year [Go to A24]

refused (not stated) ...................................<r>
**************
A23A How old were you when this living situation

changed?
__ __ years old

**************
A24 Were there any more changes?

Yes ........................................................... <1>
No ........................................................... <3>

**************
A25 Overall, how many different mothers or

mother substitutes did you live with?
__ __ number of mothers

**************
A26 Overall, how many different fathers or father

substitutes did you live with?
__ __ number of fathers

**************
[CATI - A27]: Review household roster, A2, A3 and A25.  If
respondent is living with birth mother and A2 = 1 and
A3 = 1 then go to A32.

If A2 = 1 and A3 = 1, then go to A30.
If A25 = 00, then go to [CATI - A50].
**************
A28 Who, if anyone, do you think of as the woman

who mostly raised you when you were
growing up?
Birth mother (includes adoptive mother at
birth) ........................................................ <1>
Adoptive mother ...................................... <2>
Step-mother.............................................. <3>
Father’s partner (common-law) ................ <4>
Foster mother ........................................... <5>
Grandmother ............................................ <6>
Other female relative................................ <7>
No such person [Go to CATI - A50] ........ <8>
Other person [Go to A28SP].................... <9>

[CATI]: [Go to A29]

**************
A28SP Who, if anyone, do you think of as the woman

who mostly raised you when you were
growing up?
(specify)

**************
A29 Is she still living?

Yes [Go to A33] ...................................... <1>
No [Go to A31] ....................................... <3>

**************
A30 Is your mother still living?

Yes [Go to A32] ...................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A31 When did she die?

__ __ __ __ year

[CATI]: [Go to A33]
**************
A32 In what country was your mother born?

Canada  [Go to A34] ............................... <1>
Country outside Canada [Go to A35] ...... <2>
Don’t know  [Go to A36] ..........................<x>

**************
A33 In what country was she born?

Canada ..................................................... <1>
Country outside Canada [Go to A35] ...... <2>
Don’t know  [Go to A36] ..........................<x>

**************
A34 In which province or territory was she born?

Newfoundland......................................... < 1>
Prince Edward Island.............................. < 2>
Nova Scotia ............................................ < 3>
New Brunswick....................................... < 4>
Quebec.................................................... < 5>
Ontario.................................................... < 6>
Manitoba................................................. < 7>
Saskatchewan.......................................... < 8>
Alberta .................................................... < 9>
British Columbia.................................... <10>
Yukon Territory..................................... <11>
Northwest Territories............................. <12>

[CATI]: [Go to A36]
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**************
A35 In which foreign country was she born?

China....................................................... < 1>
Commonwealth of Soviet States ............ <16>
England ................................................... < 2>
France ..................................................... < 3>
Germany.................................................. < 4>
Haiti ........................................................ < 5>
Holland ................................................... < 6>
India ........................................................ < 7>
Ireland ..................................................... < 8>
Italy ......................................................... < 9>
Jamaica................................................... <10>
Philippines ............................................. <11>
Poland .................................................... <12>
Portugal.................................................. <13>
Scotland ................................................. <14>
United States .......................................... <15>
Other [Go to A35SP] ............................. <17>

[CATI]: [Go to A36]
**************
A35SP In which foreign country was she born?

(specify)
**************
A36 What is the highest level of education she

attained?
Earned doctorate (e.g. Ph.D.,D.Sc.,
D.Ed.)...................................................... < 1>
Some graduate studies at the doctorate
level......................................................... < 2>
Master’s degree (e.g. M.A.,M.Sc.,
M.Ed.) ..................................................... < 3>
Some graduate studies at the Master’s
level......................................................... < 4>
First professional degree in medicine
(M.D.), dentistry (D.D.S., D.M.D.),
veterinary medicine (D.V.M.), law
(Ll.B.), optometry (O.D.) or divinity (M.DIV.),
or 1-year B.Ed. after receiving another
bachelor .................................................. < 5>
Bachelor’s degree (e.g. B.A.,B.Sc.,
B.A.Sc., B.Ed.) ....................................... < 6>
Some university....................................... < 7>
Diploma or certificate from community
college, CEGEP or nursing school.......... < 8>
Some community college, CEGEP or
nursing school ......................................... < 9>
Diploma or certificate from trade, technical
or vocational school, or business college<10>
Some trade, technical or vocational school,
or business college ................................. <11>
High school diploma .............................. <12>
Some secondary/high school .................. <13>
Elementary school.................................. <14>

Some elementary school [Go to A37].... <15>
No schooling.......................................... <16>
Other  [Go to A36SP] ............................ <17>

[CATI]: [Go to A38]
**************
A36SP What is the highest level of education she

attained?
(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to A38]
**************
A37 How many years of elementary school has she

completed?
__ __ number of years of elementary school
          completed

**************
A38 In what year was she born?

__ __ __ __ year [Go to A41]
Don’t know [Go to CATI - A39] ...............<x>

**************
[CATI - A39]: Review A29 and A30.
Is the respondent’s mother or the mother substitute still
living?
(i.e. Is A29 = 1 or A30 = 1?)

Yes
No [Go to A41]

**************
A40 How old is she now?

__ __ years old
**************
A41 During most of the time you were growing up

(before you turned 15), did she usually work
full-time, part-time or did she not work for
pay at all?
Full-time for the whole period ................. <1>
Mostly full-time ....................................... <2>
Part-time for the whole period ................. <3>
Mostly part-time ...................................... <4>
Equal amounts of full-time and part-time <5>
Not at all (for pay) for the whole period .. <6>
Equal amounts of full-time and part-time
work and not working for pay.................. <7>

**************
[CATI - A42]:Review household roster.
Is the respondent’s birth (adopted) mother living in the
household?

Yes [Go to A43]
No

Review A29 and A30.
Is the respondent’s mother or the mother substitute still
living? (i.e. Is A29 = 1 or A30 = 1?)

Yes
No [Go to CATI - A50]
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**************
A43 Does she live ...

in this household? [Go to CATI - A50] .. <1>
in another household?............................ <2>
in an institution? [Go to A45] ................ <3>

**************
A44 Does she live alone?

Yes [Go to A47] ...................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A45 Does she live with her spouse/partner?

Yes [Go to A45A] .................................... <1>
No [Go to A47] ........................................ <3>

**************
A45A Is this your father/father substitute?

Yes ........................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

[CATI]: [Go to A47]
**************
A47 During the past 12 months, did you see her...

Daily? ...................................................... <1>
At least once a week? ............................. <2>
At least once a month?........................... <3>
Less than once a month? ....................... <4>
Not at all?................................................ <5>

**************
A49 During the past 12 months, how often did you

have contact by letter or telephone with her?
 Was it...
Daily? ...................................................... <1>
At least once a week? ............................. <2>
At least once a month?........................... <3>
Less than once a month? ....................... <4>
Not at all?................................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - A50]: Review household roster, A2, A3 and A26.  If
respondent is living with birth father and A2 = 1 and A3 = 1,
then go to A56.  If A2 = 1 and A3 = 1, then go to A54.  If
A26 = 00, then go to [CATI - A74].
**************
A51 Who, if anyone, do you think of as the man

who mostly raised you when you were a
growing up?
Birth father ............................................... <1>
Adoptive father ........................................ <2>
Step-father................................................ <3>
Mother’s partner (common-law)............... <4>
Foster father ............................................. <5>
Grandfather .............................................. <6>
Other male relative................................... <7>
No such person [Go to CATI - A77] ........ <8>
Other person [Go to A51SP].................... <9>
Don’t know [Go to CATI - A74] .............. <x>

[CATI]: [Go to A53]

**************
A51SP Who, if anyone, do you think of as the man

who mostly raised you when you were
growing up?
(specify)

**************
A53 Is he still living?

Yes [Go to A57] ...................................... <1>
No [Go to A55] ....................................... <3>

**************
A54 Is your father still living?

Yes [Go to A56] ...................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A55 When did he die?

__ __ __ __ year

[CATI]: [Go to A57]
**************
A56 In what country was your father born?

Canada  [Go to A58] ............................... <1>
Country outside Canada [Go to A59] ...... <2>
Don’t know [Go to A60] ...........................<x>

**************
A57 In what country was he born?

Canada ..................................................... <1>
Country outside Canada [Go to A59] ...... <2>
Don’t know [Go to A60] ...........................<x>

**************
A58 In which province or territory was he born?

Newfoundland......................................... < 1>
Prince Edward Island.............................. < 2>
Nova Scotia ............................................ < 3>
New Brunswick....................................... < 4>
Quebec.................................................... < 5>
Ontario.................................................... < 6>
Manitoba................................................. < 7>
Saskatchewan.......................................... < 8>
Alberta .................................................... < 9>
British Columbia.................................... <10>
Yukon Territory..................................... <11>
Northwest Territories............................. <12>

[CATI]: [Go to A60]
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**************
A59 In which foreign country was he born?

China........................................................ <1>
Commonwealth of Soviet States ............ <16>
England .................................................... <2>
France ...................................................... <3>
Germany................................................... <4>
Haiti ......................................................... <5>
Holland .................................................... <6>
India ......................................................... <7>
Ireland ...................................................... <8>
Italy .......................................................... <9>
Jamaica................................................... <10>
Philippines ............................................. <11>
Poland .................................................... <12>
Portugal.................................................. <13>
Scotland ................................................. <14>
United States .......................................... <15>
Other [Go to A59SP] ............................. <17>

[CATI]: [Go to A60]
**************
A59SP In which foreign country was he born?

(specify)
**************
A60 What is the highest level of education he

attained?
Earned doctorate (e.g. Ph.D.,D.Sc.,
D.Ed.)....................................................... <1>
Some graduate studies at the doctorate
level.......................................................... <2>
Master’s degree (e.g. M.A.,M.Sc.,
M.Ed.) ...................................................... <3>
Some graduate studies at the Master’s
level.......................................................... <4>
First professional degree in medicine (M.D.),
dentistry (D.D.S., D.M.D.), veterinary
medicine (D.V.M.), law (Ll.B.),
optometry (O.D.) or divinity (M.DIV.),
or 1-year B.Ed. after another bachelor ..... <5>
Bachelor’s degree (e.g. B.A., B.Sc., B.A.Sc.,
B.Ed.)....................................................... <6>
Some university........................................ <7>
Diploma or certificate from community
college, CEGEP or nursing school........... <8>
Some community college, CEGEP
or nursing school...................................... <9>
Diploma or certificate from trade, technical
or vocational school, or business college<10>
Some trade, technical or vocational school,
or business college ................................. <11>
High school diploma .............................. <12>
Some secondary/high school .................. <13>
Elementary school.................................. <14>

Some elementary school [Go to A61].... <15>
No schooling.......................................... <16>
Other  [Go to A60SP] ............................ <17>

[CATI]: [Go to A62]
**************
A60SP What is the highest level of education he

attained?
(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to A62]
**************
A61 How many years of elementary school has he

completed?
___ number of years of elementary school
       completed

**************
A62 In what year was he born?

__ __ __ __ year [Go to A65]
Don’t know [Go to CATI - A63] ..............<x>

**************
[CATI - A63]: Review A53 and A54.
Is the respondent’s father or the father substitute still living?
(i.e. Is A53 = 1 or A54 = 1?)

Yes
No [Go to A65]

**************
A64 How old is he now?

__ __ years old
**************
A65 During most of the time you were growing up

(before you turned 15), did he usually work
full-time, part-time or did he not work for pay
at all?
Full-time for the whole period ................. <1>
Mostly full-time ....................................... <2>
Part-time for the whole period ................. <3>
Mostly part-time ...................................... <4>
Equal amounts of full-time and part-time <5>
Not at all (for pay) for the whole period .. <6>
Equal amounts of full-time and part-time
work and not working for pay.................. <7>
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**************
[CATI - A66]: Review household roster.
Is the respondent’s birth (adopted) father living in the
household?

Yes [Go to A67]
No

Review A53 and A54.
Is the respondent’s father or the father substitute still living?
(i.e. Is A53 = 1 or A54 = 1?)

Yes
No [Go to CATI - A74]

Review A45A.
Does the respondent’s mother live with the respondent’s
father? (i.e. A45A = 1 (Yes)

Yes [Go to A71]
No

**************
A67 Does he live ...

in this household? [Go to CATI - A74] .. <1>
in another household?............................ <2>
in an institution? [Go to A69] ................ <3>

**************
A68 Does he live alone?

Yes [Go to A71] ...................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A69 Does he live with his spouse/partner?

Yes ........................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A71 During the past 12 months, did you see him...

Daily? ...................................................... <1>
At least once a week? ............................. <2>
At least once a month?........................... <3>
Less than once a month? ....................... <4>
Not at all?................................................ <5>

**************
A73 During the past 12 months, how often did you

have contact by letter or telephone with him?
 Was it...
Daily? ...................................................... <1>
At least once a week? ............................. <2>
At least once a month?........................... <3>
Less than once a month? ....................... <4>
Not at all?................................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - A74]: Review household roster:
Does the respondent live with both birth parents?

Yes [Go to CATI - A77]
No

Review A16, A19 and A22.
Is A16 = 2  or  A16 = 5  or  A16 = 7  or  A19 = 2  or  A19 = 5
or A19 = 7  or  A22 = 2  or  A22 = 5  or
A22 = 7?

Yes [Go to CATI - A77]
No

Review A28 and A51.
Is A28 = 8  or  A51 = 8?

Yes [Go to CATI - A77]
No

**************
A75 Did your parents (or parental substitutes) ever

separate or get a divorce?
Yes........................................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - A77]............................ <3>

**************
A76M In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (month)
__ __ month

**************
A76Y In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - A77]: Review household roster, marital status of
respondent. Is the respondent married or living common-law?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - A80]

**************
A78 Did your spouse/partner’s parents (or parental

substitutes) ever separate or divorce?
Yes........................................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - A80]............................ <3>

**************
A79 How old was your spouse/partner when this

occurred?
__ __ years of age

**************
[CATI - A80]: Review household roster:
Does the respondent live with both birth parents?

Yes [Go to A84]
No

**************
[CATI - A81]: Review household roster, A43 and A67.
Does the respondent live in the same household as mother or
father or does A43 = 1 or A67 = 1?

Yes [Go to A84]
No
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**************
A82M In what month and year did you last live with

one or both your parents (or parental
substitutes)? (month)
(Exclude parents or parental substitutes who
moved into the respondent’s household.)
__ __ month

**************
A82Y In what month and year did you last live with

one or both your parents or (parent
substitutes)? (year)
(Exclude parents or parental substitutes who
moved into the respondent’s household.)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
A83 What were the main reasons for your move?

..................... Was it ... (Mark all that apply.)
To attend school? ................................... <1>
To move because of a job?..................... <2>
To get married or live with a partner?. <3>
To be independent/ move into own place?<4>
For some other reason? [Go to A83SP] <5>

[CATI]: [Go to A88]
**************
A83SP What was the other reason for your move?

(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to A88]
**************
A84 Have you always lived with at least one of your

parents? (or parent substitutes)
Yes [Go to CATI - A99]........................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
A85M In what month and year did you last leave

home to live on your own? (month)
__ __ month

**************
A85Y In what month and year did you last leave

home to live on your own? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
A86 What were the main reasons for this last

move? ......... Was it ... (Mark all that apply.)
To attend school? [Go to A87M] ........... <1>
To move because of a job? [Go to A87M]<2>
To get married or live with a partner?
[Go to A87M] .......................................... <3>
To be independent/ move into own place?
[Go to A87M] .......................................... <4>
For some other reason? ......................... <5>

**************
A86SP What was the other reason for this last move?

(specify)

**************
A87M In what month and year did you start living

with your parent(s) again? (month)
__ __ month

**************
A87Y In what month and year did you start living

with your parent(s) again? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
A88 How many times did you leave home to live on

your own?
__ __ different times

**************
[CATI - A89]: Review A88. If value of A88 = 01, then go to
[CATI - A99].
**************
A90M In what month and year did you first leave

home to live on your own? (month)
__ __ month

**************
A90Y In what month and year did you first leave

home to live on your own? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
A91 What were the main reasons for this first

move? Was it ... (Mark all that apply)
To attend school? [Go to A92] .............. <1>
To move because of a job? [Go to A92] <2>
To get married or live with a partner?
[Go to A92] ............................................. <3>
To be independent/ move into own place?
[Go to A92] ............................................. <4>
For some other reason? ......................... <5>

**************
A91SP What was the other reason for this first move?

(specify)
**************
A92 What were the main reasons for returning

home? (Mark all that apply.)
Job ended................................................. <1>
Relationship ended................................... <2>
Financial reasons ..................................... <3>
Obtained degree or left school ................. <4>
End of school term (year) ........................ <5>
Other reasons [Go to A92SP] .................. <6>

[Go to CATI - A99]
**************
A92SP What was the main reason for returning
home?

(specify)
**************
[CATI - A99]: [Go to B1]
**************
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**************
SECTION B: Brothers and sisters
**************
B1 The following questions are about your

brothers and sisters. Include all step-, adopted
and half-brothers and sisters with whom you
grew up.

**************
B2 Did you grow up with any step-, adopted or

half-brothers?
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No [Go to B6] .......................................... <3>

**************
B3 How many step-brothers?

__ __ step-brothers
**************
B4 How many half-brothers?

__ __ half-brothers
**************
B5 How many adopted brothers?

__ __ adopted brothers
**************
B6 How many full (birth) brothers do/did you

have with whom you grew up?
__ __ full-brothers

**************
[CATI - B7]: Review B2, B3, B4, B5 and B6.
If B3 = r  or  B4 = r  or  B5 = r  or  B6 = r  then [Go to B8]

Initialize DVB7. DVB7 = (B3 + B4 + B5 + B6)
If DVB7 = 0  and  B2 ne 1, then [Go to B12]

So, you have {DVB7} brother(s) with whom you have
grown up.

Yes [Go to CATI - B8]............................. <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

[CATI]: Total number of brothers do not match DVB7.
Interviewer will have to backtrack to B2 to determine in
which field the error has occurred.
**************
[CATI - B8]: Is DVB7 = 1?

Yes [Go to B8B] ...................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
B8 How many of these {DVB7} brothers are still

living?
__ __ brother(s) living [Go to CATI - B9]
None [Go to B12] .................................. <00>

**************
B8B Is he still living?

Yes[Go to B10] ....................................... <1>
No [Go to B12] ........................................ <3>

**************

[CATI - B9]: Review B8.
Is B8 = 1?

Yes [Go to B10]
No

Is B8 > 1?
Yes [Go to B11]
No [Go to B12]

**************
B10 Is he older than you?

Yes........................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

[CATI]: [Go to B12]
**************
B11 How many of these (living) brothers are older

than you?
__ __ brother(s) older
None ...................................................... <00>

**************
B12 Did you grow up with any step-, adopted or

half-sisters?
Yes........................................................... <1>
No [Go to B16] ....................................... <3>

**************
B13 How many step-sisters?

__ __ step-sisters
**************
B14 How many half-sisters?

__ __ half-sisters
**************
B15 How many adopted sisters?

__ __ adopted sisters
**************
B16 How many full (birth) sisters do/did you have

with whom you grew up?
__ __ full-sisters

**************
[CATI - B17]: Review B12, B13, B14, B15 and B16.
If B13 = r  or   B14 = r  or  B15 = r  or  B16 = r  then [Go to
B18]

Initialize DVB17. DVB17 = (B13 + B14 + B15 + B16)
If DVB17 = 0  and  B12 ne 1, then [Go to B22]

So, you have {DVB17} sister(s) with whom you have
grown up.

Yes [Go to CATI - B18] .......................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

[CATI]: Total number of sisters do not match. Interviewer
will have to backtrack to B12 to determine in which field the
error has occurred.
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**************
[CATI - B18]: Is DVB17 = 1?

Yes [Go to B18B]
No

**************
B18 How many of these {DVB17} sisters are still

living?
__ __ sister(s) living [Go to CATI - B19]
None [Go to B22] .................................. <00>

**************
B18B Is she still living?

Yes[Go to B20] ....................................... <1>
No [Go to B22] ........................................ <3>

**************
[CATI - B19]: Review B18.
Is B18 = 1?

Yes [Go to B20]
No

Is B18 > 1?
Yes [Go to B21]
No [Go to B22]

**************
B20 Is she older than you?

Yes ........................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

[CATI]: [Go to B22]
**************
B21 How many of these (living) sisters are older

than you?
__ __ sister(s) older
None....................................................... <00>

**************
B22 Do you have any brothers with whom you did

not grow up? (Include all full, step-, adopted
and half-brothers.)
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No [Go to B24] ........................................ <3>

**************
B23 How many (brothers with whom you did not

grow up)?
__ __ brother(s) with whom respondent did not
          grow up

**************
B24 Do you have any sisters with whom you did not

grow up? (Include all full, step-, adopted and
half-sisters.)
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - B99] ............................ <3>

**************
B25 How many (sisters with whom you did not grow

up)?

_ __sister(s) with whom respondent did not grow
up

**************
[CATI - B99]: [Go to C1]
**************
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**************
SECTION C: Values and Attitudes (Part I)
**************

C1 Now, I am going to ask you a few questions
about certain areas of your life.

**************
C2 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

**************
C3 I had a very happy childhood.

Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree..................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree................................... <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - C4]: Review A26
If A26 = 00,  then [Go to CATI - C5B]
else [Go to C5A]
**************
C5A Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

I was very close emotionally to my
father/father substitutes when I was
growing up (before 15 years of age).
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree..................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree................................... <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - C5B]: Review A25.
If A25 = 00, then [Go to C16]
else [Go to C5C]
**************
C5C Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

I was very close emotionally to my
mother/mother substitutes when I was
growing up (before 15 years of age).
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree..................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree................................... <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
C16 The next 11 questions were asked using a random

starting point.  The order in asking questions
C22 and C24 was alternated as well as for
questions C27 and C27B.

Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,
disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

**************
C17 An employed mother can establish just as

warm and secure a relationship with her
children as a mother who does not work for
pay.

Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
C18 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

Having a job is the best way for a woman to
be an independent person.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
C19 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

Keeping house is just as fulfilling as working
for pay.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
C20 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

Both the man and the woman should
contribute to the household income.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>
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**************
C21 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

A pre-school child is likely to suffer if both
parents are employed.

Strongly agree .............................................................. <1>
Agree <2>
Disagree <3>
Strongly disagree.......................................................... <4>
No opinion <5>
**************
C22 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

A job is all right, but what most women really want is a
home and children.

Strongly agree .............................................................. <1>
Agree <2>
Disagree <3>
Strongly disagree.......................................................... <4>
No opinion <5>
**************
C24 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

Having a family is all right, but what most men
really want is to be successful in their job.
Strongly agree .......................................... <1>
Agree ........................................................ <2>
Disagree.................................................... <3>
Strongly disagree...................................... <4>
No opinion................................................ <5>

**************
C25 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

A man does not have to be very involved in
sharing the everyday tasks of raising children;
this is not primarily a man’s responsibility.
Strongly agree .......................................... <1>
Agree ........................................................ <2>
Disagree.................................................... <3>
Strongly disagree...................................... <4>
No opinion................................................ <5>

**************
C26 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

If a man brings enough money home so his
wife and children have a comfortable life, he
has fulfilled his role as a husband and a
parent.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
C27 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

A man should refuse a promotion at work if
it means spending too little time with his
family.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
C27B Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

A woman should refuse a promotion at work
if it means spending too little time with her
family.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
C7 In order for YOU to be happy in life, is it very

important, important, not very important or
not at all important ....

**************
C8 To have a lasting relationship as a couple?

Very important ...................................... <1>
Important............................................... <2>
Not very important................................ <3>
Not at all important ............................... <4>
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**************
C9 In order for you to be happy in life, is it very

important, important, not very important or
not at all important ....

To be married?
Very important ...................................... <1>
Important............................................... <2>
Not very important ................................ <3>
Not at all important ............................... <4>

**************
C10 In order for you to be happy in life, is it very

important, important, not very important or
not at all important ....

To have at least one child?
Very important ...................................... <1>
Important............................................... <2>
Not very important ................................ <3>
Not at all important ............................... <4>

**************
C11 In order for you to be happy in life, is it very

important, important, not very important or
not at all important ....

To be able to take a paying job either
outside or inside the home?
Very important ...................................... <1>
Important............................................... <2>
Not very important ................................ <3>
Not at all important ............................... <4>

**************
[CATI - C99]: [Go to D1]
**************
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**************
SECTION D: Children
**************
D1 Now some questions about your children and

grandchildren.
**************
[CATI - D2]: Review household roster.
Does respondent have any step-children living in the
household?

Yes [Go to D4]
No

**************
D3 Have you ever raised step-children? By step-

children we mean children from a former
union of a spouse or common-law spouse.
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - D5]........................... <3>

**************
D4 How many step-children have you ever

raised?
__ __ step-children

**************
[CATI - D5]: Review household roster.
Does respondent have any adopted children living in the
household?

Yes
No  [Go to D6]

Review D4.
Is D4 ge 1 (i.e. respondent has raised at least one step child)?

Yes [Go to D7B]
No [Go to D7A]

**************
D6 Have you ever adopted children? (Exclude

any step-children mentioned in the previous
question.)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - D8]........................... <3>

**************
D7A How many children have you ever adopted?

__ __ adopted children [Go to CATI - D8]
**************
D7B How many children have you ever adopted?

Please exclude any step-children that you
have previously mentioned.
__ __ adopted children

**************
[CATI - D8]: Review household roster.
Does respondent have any birth children living in the
household?

Yes [Go to CATI - D11]
No

**************
[CATI - D9]: Review household roster, sex of respondent.
If respondent is male,  then [Go to D10A],  else [Go to
D10B].
**************
D10A Have you ever fathered a child? (Do not

count stillbirths.)
Yes [Go to D12A] ................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - D13] ........................ <3>

**************
D10B Have you ever given birth to a child? (Do not

count stillbirths.)
Yes [Go to D12B] ................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - D13] ........................ <3>
Gave birth to a child but gave child up
for adoption [Go to D12B] ................... <5>

**************
[CATI- D11]: Review household roster, sex of respondent.
If respondent is male, then [Go to D12A], else [Go to D12B].
**************
D12A How many children have you ever fathered?

__ __ children

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - D13]
**************
D12B How many children have you ever given

birth to?
__ __ children

**************
[CATI - D13]: Compute derived variable TOTALCHD (the
total number of step-, adopted, birth children).
TOTALCHD = ( D4 + D7A+ D7B + D12A + D12B)

If TOTALCHD = 0 [Go to CATI - D999]

Compute number of respondent’s children including step-,
adopted and natural children that appear on household
roster.

Create ROSCHILD, where
ROSCHILD = number of respondent’s children on household
roster

If TOTALCHD LT ROSCHILD, then a potential error on the
household roster may have occurred. [Go to Household
roster and verify children of respondent. An explanation for
this type of occurrence may be that a step-child appears on
the household roster but the respondent does not feel that they
"raised" the child.]
**************
[CATI - D14]: Review household roster.
Does respondent have any grandchildren living in the
household?

Yes [Go to D17]
No
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**************
[CATI - D15]:Review household roster; age of the
respondent.
Is age of respondent GE 25?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - D18]

**************
D16 Do you have any grandchildren?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - D18]......................... <3>

**************
D17 How many grandchildren do you have?

__ __ grandchildren
**************
[CATI - D18]: Review TOTALCHD and ROSCHILD.
Instructions moved to CATI - D13

If (TOTALCHD - ROSCHILD) = 0, then [Go to CATI - D20].

Before continuing, I would like to make sure that you have
{TOTALCHD - ROSCHILD} child(ren) that you have
raised or (given birth to/fathered) who DON’T LIVE IN
YOUR HOUSEHOLD.

to correct the number of children on
the household roster .............................. <1>
to correct the number of step-, adopted
or birth children..................................... <2>
if it’s correct........................................... <3>

If (TOTALCHD = 1) and (ROSCHILD = 0),
then [Go to D19A].

If (TOTALCHD GT 1) and (ROSCHILD = 0),
then [Go to D19B].

If {(TOTALCHD - ROSCHILD) > 0}, and
(ROSCHILD = 1), then [Go to D19C].

If {(TOTALCHD - ROSCHILD) > 0} and
(ROSCHILD > 1), then [Go to D19D].
**************
D19A What is the first name of the child that you

raised or (gave birth to/fathered).
(Include a step- or adopted child if raised by
the respondent.)

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - D20]
**************
D19B Starting with the oldest, what is the first

name of each child you ever raised or (given
birth to/fathered). Include those who may
have died.
(Include step- or adopted children if raised by
the respondent.)

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - D20]
**************
D19C You have already told me that {child 01}

lives in your household, what is the first
name of the other children that you have
ever raised or (given birth to/fathered).
Include those who may have died. (Include
step- or adopted children if raised by the
respondent.)

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - D20]
**************
D19D You have already told me that {child 01},

{child 02}, .... {child x} live in your
household, what is/are the first name(s) of
the other {TOTALCHD - ROSCHILD}
child(ren) that you have ever raised or
(given birth to/fathered). Include those who
may have died. (Include step- or adopted
children if raised by the respondent.)

**************
[CATI - D20]: Create ’Children of respondent’ roster.

Deceased
Child 01:

Yes.........................................................<d>
Not stated..............................................<3>
Knowledge of child is unknown ............<k>

Child 02:
Yes.........................................................<d>
Not stated..............................................<3>
Knowledge of child is unknown ............<k>

to
Child 20:

Yes.........................................................<d>
Not stated..............................................<3>
Knowledge of child is unknown ............<k>

[CATI]: For each of the respondent’s children that appear on
the household roster, forward the following information from
the household roster:

Name of {child x}
Age of {child x}
Sex of {child x}
If {child x} is a birth, step- or adopted child.

When respondent has been asked the appropriate questions
from D21M to D101SP of all children, then [Go to CATI -
D102A].
**************
D21M In what month and year was {child 01}

born? (month)
__ __ month
Knowledge of child is unknown [Go to
[CATI - D20] and {next child}].............<k>
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**************
D21Y In what month and year was {child 01}

born? (year)
__ __ __ __ year [Go to CATI - D25]
refused (not stated).................................<r>

**************
[CATI - D22]: Review D20 (Children of respondent roster).
Is {child 01} deceased?

Yes [Go to D31B]
No

**************
D23 What is {child 01} ’s age?

__ __ years
Child is deceased [Go to D31B] ........... <d>

**************
[CATI - D24]: Review household roster.
DVD24 = Age of {child 01}
**************
[CATI - D25]: Create a derived variable for the age of each
child on the "Children of respondent" roster, where the age
of {child 01} = AGECHD01, the age of {child 02} =
AGECHD02, etc.

If D21Y = x  or  D21Y = r
then if D23 = x  or  D23 = r
then AGECHD01 = DVD24;

else if D21Y = x  or  D21Y = r
then AGECHD01 = D23;

else if D21M le {current month of production}
then AGECHD01 = (1995 - D21Y)

 else AGECHD01 = (1994 - D21Y)
**************
[CATI - D26]:  Review [CATI - D20]: Is {child 01}
deceased?

Yes [Go to D31B]
No

**************
[CATI - D26A]: Review household roster.
Is {child 01} on the household roster?

Yes 
No [Go to CATI - D27]

**************
[CATI - D26B]: Review household roster.
Is {child 01} a birth child?

Yes
No  [Go to D34M]

**************
[CATI - D26C]: Review household roster.
Are both of {child 01}’s birth (adopted) parents in the
household?

Yes
No  [Go to D38]

**************

[CATI - D26D]: Review household roster.
Is {child 01} lt 15 years of age?

Yes [Go to D90]
No  [Go to D38]

**************
[CATI - D27]: Interviewer check item:
Did the respondent state that {child 01} is deceased?

Yes [Go to D31B] ................................ <d>
No  [Go to D31A] ................................. <3>

**************
D31A Is {child 01} a male or female?

Male ...................................................... <1>
Female................................................... <2>
Knowledge of child is unknown [Go to
[CATI - D20] and {next child}].............<k>

[CATI]: [Go to D33A]
**************
D31B Was {child 01} a male or female?

Male ...................................................... <1>
Female................................................... <2>

[CATI]: [Go to D33B]
**************
D33A Is {child 01} a birth, step- or adopted child?

Birth child [Go to D39] ........................ <1>
Step-child [Go to D34M] ..................... <2>
Adopted child [Go to D34M] ............... <3>
Knowledge of child is unknown [Go to
[CATI - D20] and {next child}].............<k>

**************
D33B Was {child 01} a birth, step- or adopted

child?
Birth child [Go to D95M] ..................... <1>
Step-child.............................................. <2>
Adopted child........................................ <3>

**************
D34M In what month and year did {child 01} join

your household? (month)
{Interviewer: Report the date the respondent
joined the household of {child 01}, for those
cases when {child 01} was already present in
the household.}
__ __ month

**************
D34Y In what month and year did {child 01} join

your household? (year)
__ __ __ __ year [Go to CATI - D36]
refused (not stated)................................. <r>

**************
D35 What age was {child 01} when he/she joined

your household?
__ __ years old
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**************
[CATI - D36]: Review household roster.
Is {child 01} on the household roster?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - D37]

**************
[CATI - D36A]: Review household roster.
Is {child 01} an adopted child?

Yes
No [Go to D38]

**************
[CATI - D36B]: Review household roster.
Are both of {child 01}’s adopted (birth) parents living in the
household?

Yes
No [Go to D38]

**************
[CATI - D36C]: Review household roster.
Is {child 01} lt 15 years of age?

Yes [Go to D90]
No [Go to D38]

**************
[CATI - D37]: Review [CATI - D26] and [CATI - D27]
Is {child 01} deceased (i.e.[CATI - D26] = Yes
or [CATI - D27] = Yes)?

Yes [Go to D95M]
No [Go to D39]

**************
D38 Does {child 01} live in your household all the

time?
Yes [Go to CATI - D61A] ..................... <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
D39 Does {child 01} live in your household part

of the time?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - D42]......................... <3>
Deceased [Go to D95M] ....................... <4>
Knowledge of child is unknown [Go to
[CATI - D20] and {next child}] ............ <k>

**************
D40 Why does {child 01} live in your household

only part of the time?
Joint/shared custody [Go to D45A] ...... <1>
School related reasons [Go to
CATI - D40A] ....................................... <2>
Job related reasons [Go to
CATI - D40A] ....................................... <3>
Other reasons......................................... <4>

**************
D40SP Why does {child 01} live in your household

only part of the time?
(specify)

**************
[CATI - D40A]: Review D33A.
If D33A = 2 (i.e. step-child) then Review household roster.
Is respondent in a same-sex relationship (i.e.
INTRO_2{respondent} = 70)?
Yes
Review household roster.

Is respondent a male?
Yes [Go to D40D]
No [Go to D40C]

No
Is respondent a male?
Yes [Go to D40C]
No [Go to D40D]

else Review household roster.
Is {child 01} on the household roster?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - D40B]

Are both of {child 01}’s birth (or adopted) parents on the
household roster?

Yes [Go to D41]
No [Go to D45B]

**************
[CATI -D40B]: Review household roster.
If sex of respondent is male,

then [Go to D40C]
else [Go to D40D]

**************
D40C Does {child 01}’s birth (adopted) mother live

in this household?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Birth (adopted) mother is deceased....... <4>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - D40E]
**************
D40D Does {child 01}’s birth (adopted) father live

in this household?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Birth (adopted) father is deceased......... <4>

**************
[CATI - D40E]: Review D33A, D40C and D40D.
Are both of {child 01}’s birth (or adopted) parents on the
household roster (i.e. {D40C = 1  or  D40D = 1}  and 
{D33A = 1  or  D33A = 3})?

Yes [Go to D41]
No [Go to D45B]
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**************
D41 How much time did {child 01} spend in your

household in the past 12 months?
M __ __ months ....................................... or
W __ __ weeks......................................... or
D __ __ __ days

[CATI]: [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]
**************
[CATI - D42]: Review AGECHD01 (derived age of child 01).
Is AGECHD01 LT 19 years of age?

Yes
No [Go to D84M]
Refused [Go to [CATI - D20] and
{next child}] ...........................................<r>

**************
D43 Who does {child 01} live with?

Child’s birth (adopted) mother
[Go to D43X] ........................................ <1>
Child’s birth (adopted) father
[Go to D43X] .......................................... <2
A relative of the child [Go to
CATI - D43A] ....................................... <3>
Other [Go to D43SP] ............................ <4>
Child was given up for adoption [Go to
[CATI - D20] and {next child}] ............ <5>
refused (not stated) [Go to [CATI - D20]
and {next child}] ....................................<r>

**************
D43SP Who does {child 01} live with?

(specify)
**************
[CATI - D43X]: Review D33A.
Is {child 01} a birth or adopted child?

Yes [Go to D44]
No [Go to CATI - D43A]

**************
[CATI - D43A]: Review D33A.
If D33A = 2 (i.e. step-child) then Review household roster.

Is respondent in a same-sex relationship (i.e.
INTRO_2{respondent} = 70)?
Yes
Review household roster.

Is respondent a male?
Yes [Go to D43D]
No [Go to D43C]

No
Is respondent a male?
Yes [Go to D43C]
No [Go to D43D]

else Review household roster.

Does the respondent have a spouse or partner living in the 
household?

Yes [Go to CATI - D43B]
No [Go to D44]

**************
[CATI -D43B]: Review household roster.
If sex of respondent is male, then [Go to D43C]

else [Go to D43D]
**************
D43C Does {child 01}’s birth (adopted) mother live

in this household?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Birth (adopted) mother is deceased....... <4>

[CATI]: [Go to D44]
**************
D43D Does {child 01}’s birth (adopted) father live

in this household?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Birth (adopted) father is deceased......... <4>

**************
D44 Does {child 01} live within ...

10 km (6 miles or 10 minutes by car)? . <1>
50 km ( 30 miles or 30 minutes by car)?<2>
100 km ( 60 miles or  l hour by car)? ... <3>
200 km (120 miles or 2 hours by car)? . <4>
400 km (250 miles or 4 hours by car)? . <5>
1000 km (625 miles or10 hours by car)?<6>
Beyond 1000 km and living in Canada
or United States (more than 625 miles
or 10 hours by car)? .............................. <7>
Outside Canada or United States ...... <8>

[CATI]: [Go to D45B]
**************
D45A Is this joint physical custody or joint legal

custody?
Joint physical custody ........................... <1>
Joint legal custody ................................ <2>

**************
D45B How much time did {child 01} spend with

you in the past month?
 D __ __ days .............................................or

W __ __ weeks..........................................or
H __ __ hours
No hours in the past month ............... <000>

**************
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D46 How much time did {child 01} spend with
you in the past 12 months?
M __ __ months ....................................... or
W __ __ weeks......................................... or
D __ __ __ days ....................................... or
H __ __ hours
No hours in the past year................... <000>

**************
D47 During the past 12 months how often did you

have contact with {child 01} by letter or
telephone (when {child 01} was not living in
your household)? Was it...
Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month? ........................ <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>
Not at all?............................................. <5>

**************
[CATI - D48]: Review D46.
Did {child 01} have in-person contact with the respondent in
the past year? (i.e. Is D46 NE 000?)

Yes [Go to D50]
No

Review household roster.
Is {child 01} on the household roster?

Yes [Go to D50]
No [Go to D49M]

**************
D49M In what month and year did you last see

{child 01}? (month)
__ __ month

**************
D49Y In what month and year did you last see

{child 01}? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
D50 Do you provide financial support for

{child 01}?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to D53] .................................... <3>

**************
D51 Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the

financial contribution that you make to
{child 01}’s support?
Satisfied [Go to D53] ........................... <1>
Dissatisfied............................................ <3>
No opinion [Go to D53] ....................... <5>

**************
D52 Why are you dissatisfied?

(specify)

**************
D53 Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with

{child 01}’s living arrangement?
Satisfied [Go to D55] ........................... <1>
Dissatisfied ........................................... <3>
No opinion [Go to D55] ....................... <5>

**************
D54 Why are you dissatisfied?

(specify)
**************
D55 Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the

amount of contact that you have with
{child 01}?
Satisfied [Go to [CATI - D56B] ........... <1>
Dissatisfied ........................................... <3>
No opinion [Go to [CATI - D56B] ....... <5>

**************
D56 Why are you dissatisfied?

(specify)
**************
[CATI - D56B]: Review D43.
If D43 = <1>, <2>, <3>, <4>, <5>, <x> or <r>, then [Go
to CATI - D60]
**************
D57 Who does {child 01} live with the rest of the

time?
Child’s birth (adopted) mother .............. <1>
Child’s birth (adopted) father ................ <2>
A relative of the child ........................... <3>
Other [Go to D57SP]............................ <4>

[CATI]: [Go to D58]
**************
D57SP Who does {child 01} live with the rest of the

time?
(specify)

**************
D58 Is {child 01}’s other household within ...

10 km ( 6 miles or 10 minutes
by car)? ................................................. <1>
50 km ( 30 miles or 30 minutes
by car)? ................................................. <2>
100 km ( 60 miles or l hour by
car)? ...................................................... <3>
200 km (120 miles or 2 hours by
car)? ...................................................... <4>
400 km (250 miles or 4 hours by
car)? ...................................................... <5>
1000 km (625 miles or 10 hours
by car)? ................................................. <6>
Beyond 1000 km and living in Canada
or United States (more than 625 miles
or 10 hours by car)? .............................. <7>
Outside Canada or United States ...... <8>
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**************
[CATI - D60]: Review D43 and D57.
Does {child 01} live with their other birth (adopted) parent
the rest of the time? (i.e. {D43 = 1 or 2} or {D57 = 1 or 2})

Yes [assign: 3) if D43 = 1 then
DVPARENT = mother;

else  if D43 = 2 then DVPARENT = father;
else if D57 = 1 then DVPARENT = mother;
else if D57 = 2 then DVPARENT = father;
4) Go to D68]

No [Go to CATI - D61A]
**************
[CATI - D61A]: Review household roster.
Are both of {child 01}’s birth (adopted) parents in the
household?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - D64]
Don’t know [Go to CATI - D61B]

Is the sex of the respondent male?
Yes [Go to CATI - D62]
No [Go to CATI - D63]

**************
[CATI - D61B]: Review D40C, D40D, D43C, D43D.
If D40C, D40D, D43C and D43D are blank (i.e no data
entry),

then [Go to CATI - D61D]
else [Go to CATI - D61C]

*************
[CATI - D61C]: Review household roster, D40C, D40D,
D43C and D43D.
Sex of respondent.

Male
Is {child 01}’s birth (adopted) mother living in the household?

Yes [Go to CATI - D62]
No [Go to CATI - D64]

Female
Is {child 01}’s birth (adopted) father living in the household?

Yes [Go to CATI - D63]
No [Go to CATI - D64]

*************
[CATI - D61D]: Review household roster.
Does respondent have a spouse or partner in the household?

Yes [Go to CATI - D61E]
No [Go to CATI - D64]

*************
[CATI - D61E]: Review household roster.
Sex of respondent.

Male [Go to D61F]
Female [Go to D61G]

*************
D61F Does {child 01}’s birth (adopted) mother live

in this household?
Yes [Go to CATI - D62] ....................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - D64] ........................ <3>
refused (not stated) [Go to CATI - D20
and {next child}] .................................... <r>

*************
D61G Does {child 01}’s birth (adopted) father live

in this household?
Yes [Go to CATI - D63] ....................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - D64] ........................ <3>
refused (not stated) [Go to CATI - D20
and {next child}] .................................... <r>

**************
[CATI - D62]: Review household roster.
Is the respondent the step-father of {child 01}?

Yes [Go to CATI - D64]
No

Is {child 01} on the household roster?
Yes [Go to CATI - D90]
No [Go to D84M]

**************
[CATI - D63]: Review household roster.
Is the respondent the step-mother of {child 01}?

Yes [Go to CATI - D64]
No

Is {child 01} on the household roster?
Yes [Go to CATI - D90]
No [Go to D84M]

**************
[CATI - D64]: Review household roster and D33A, and
create DVPARENT, where DVPARENT is the {child 01}’s
other birth parent.

If sex of respondent is male and the respondent is step-father
of {child 01} and household relationship with partner is
same-sex partner (i.e. INTRO_2 = 70),

then DVPARENT = mother,
else if sex of respondent is female and respondent is step-
mother of {child 01} and household relationship with partner
is same-sex partner (i.e. INTRO_2 = 70),

then DVPARENT = father,
else if sex of respondent is male and respondent is step-father,

then DVPARENT = father,
else if sex of respondent is female and respondent is step-
mother,

then DVPARENT = mother,
else if sex of respondent is male and respondent is birth or
adopted father,

then DVPARENT = mother,
else if sex of respondent is female and respondent is birth or
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adopted mother,
then DVPARENT = father.

Note: 1) This temporary variable must be
initialized for each child.

2) If the type of relationship is missing,
then [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next
child}]

[CATI]:  [Go to D65]
**************
D65 Is {child 01}’s birth (adopted) {DVPARENT}

still alive?
Yes [Go to D67] ................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - D66]......................... <3>
refused (not stated) [Go to CATI - D20
and {next child}] ....................................<r>

**************
[CATI - D66]: Review D38.
Does {child 01} live in the household all of the time (i.e.
D38 = 1)?

Yes [Go to D90]
No [Go to CATI - D20 and {next child}]

**************
D67 Does {child 01}’s birth (adopted)

{DVPARENT} live within ...
10 km (6 miles or 10 minutes by car)?.. <1>
50 km ( 30 miles or 30 minutes by car)?<2>
100 km ( 60 miles or l hour by car?)..... <3>
200 km (120 miles or  2 hours by car)? <4>
400 km (250 miles or 4 hours by car)? . <5>
1000 km (625 miles or 10 hours
by car)? ............................................. <6>
Beyond 1000 km and living in Canada
or United States (more than 625
miles or 10 hours by car)? ..................... <7>
Outside Canada or United States....... <8>

**************
D68 How much time did {child 01} spend with

his/her birth (adopted) {DVPARENT} in the
past month?
D __ __ days ............................................ or

 W __ __ weeks......................................... or
H __ __ hours
No hours in the past month................ <000>

**************
D69 How much time did {child 01} spend with

his/her {DVPARENT} in the past 12
months?
M __ __ months ........................................or
W __ __ weeks..........................................or
D __ __ __ days ........................................or
H __ __ hours
No hours in the past year .................. <000>

**************
[CATI - D69B]: Review D69.
If D69 = M12 (i.e. 12 months) or D69 = W52 (i.e. 52 weeks)
or D69 = D365 (i.e. 365 days)

then
else [Go to D70]

**************
[CATI - D69C]: Review household roster.
Is {child 01} on the household roster?

Yes [Go to D70]
No [Go to D70M]

**************
D70M In what month and year did you last live

with {child 01}? (month)
 __ __ month

**************
D70Y In what month and year did you last live

with {child 01}? (year)
 __ __ year

[CATI]: [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]
**************
D70 During the past 12 months how often did

{child 01} have contact by letter or
telephone with his/her {DVPARENT} (when
{child 01} was not living in his/her
{DVPARENT}’s household)? Was it...
Daily? <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month?........................ <3>
Less than once a month? .................... <4>
Not at all? ............................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - D71]: Review D69.
Did {child 01} have in-person contact with their other parent
in the past year? (i.e. Is D69 NE 000?)

Yes [Go to CATI - D73]
No

Review D57.
Is D57 = 1 or 2?

Yes [Go to CATI - D73]
No

**************
D72M In what month and year did {child 01} last

see his/her birth {DVPARENT}? (month)
__ __ month
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**************
D72Y In what month and year did {child 01} last

see his/her birth {DVPARENT}? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - D73]: Review AGECHD01 (derived age of child 01).
Is AGECHD01 LT 25 years of age?

Yes
No  [Go to CATI - D90]

**************
D73 Does {child 01}’s {DVPARENT} provide

financial support for {child 01}?
Yes <1>
No <3>

**************
D74 Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the

financial contribution that {child 01}’s
{DVPARENT} makes to {child 01}’s
support?
Satisfied [Go to CATI - D75B] ............. <1>
Dissatisfied............................................ <3>
No opinion [Go to CATI - D75B] ......... <5>

**************
D75 Why are you dissatisfied?

(specify)
**************
[CATI - D75B]: Review D53.
Is D53 = <1>, <3>, <5> or <r>, then [Go to D78]
**************
D76 Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with {child

01}’s living arrangement?
Satisfied [Go to D78] ........................... <1>
Dissatisfied............................................ <3>
No opinion [Go to D78] ....................... <5>

**************
D77 Why are you dissatisfied?

(specify)
*************

D78 Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the
amount of contact that {child 01}’s
{DVPARENT} has with {child 01}?
Satisfied [Go to D80] ........................... <1>
Dissatisfied............................................ <3>
No opinion [Go to D80] ....................... <5>

**************
D79 Why are you dissatisfied?

(specify)
**************
D80 Was custody of {child 01} settled through the

legal system?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - D83]......................... <3>

**************
[CATI - D81]: Review household roster and D33A.
Is the respondent the step-parent of {child 01}?

Yes [Go to CATI - D83]
No

**************
D82 Would you say that, overall, the time you

spend with {child 01} is close to what the
court ordered, less time than what the court
ordered or more time than what the court
ordered?
Close to what the court ordered ............... <1>
Less time than what the court ordered...... <2>
More time than what the court ordered .... <3>

**************
[CATI - D83]: Review D43 and D57.
Is D43 = 1 or D43 = 2  or  D57 = 1 or D57 = 2?

Yes  [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]
No [Go to CATI - D90]

**************
D84M In what month and year did {child 01} (last)

leave home? (month)
__ __ month
Never lived with child [Go to [CATI - D20]
and {next child}] ....................................<n>

**************
D84Y In what month and year did {child 01} (last)

leave home? (year)
__ __ __ __ year [Go to D86]

**************
D85 How old was {child 01} when he/she last left

home?
__ __ years old

**************
D86 What was the reason {child 01} (last) left your

household? (Mark all that apply.)
To get married or live with a partner .... <1>
Job-related reasons................................ <2>
Wanted to live alone ............................. <5>
Wanted to live with friends................... <6>
To live with other parent....................... <7>
School related reasons .......................... <8>
Respondent asked child to leave household<9>
Other [Go to D86SP].......................... <10>

[CATI]: [Go to D87]
**************
D86SP What was the reason {child 01} left your

household?
(specify)
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**************
D87 Does {child 01} live within ...

10 km (6 miles or 10 minutes by car)?.. <1>
50 km ( 30 miles or 30 minutes by car)?<2>
100 km ( 60 miles or  l hour by car)?.... <3>
200 km (120 miles or  2 hours by car)? <4>
400 km (250 miles or  4 hours by car)? <5>
1000 km (625 miles or 10 hours by car)?<6>
Beyond 1000 km and living in Canada or
United States (more than  625 miles or
10 hours by car)?................................... <7>
Outside Canada or United States....... <8>

**************
D88 During the past 12 months, how often did

you see {child 01}?  Was it...
Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month? ........................ <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>
Not at all?............................................. <5>

**************
D89 During the past 12 months how often did you

have contact with {child 01} by letter or
telephone? Was it...
Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month? ........................ <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>
Not at all?............................................. <5>

[CATI]: [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]
**************
[CATI - D90]: Review D38.
Does {child 01} live at home all of the time (i.e. D38 = Yes)?

Yes [Go to D90]
No [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]

**************
D90 Has {child 01} ever left home (your

household)?
Yes [Go to D91M] ................................ <1>
No  [Go to [CATI - D20] and
{next child}] .......................................... <3>
Respondent left the household .............. <4>

**************
D90M In what month and year did you (last) leave

the household? (month)
 __ __ month

**************
D90Y In what month and year did you (last) leave

the household? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

[CATI]: [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]

**************
D91M In what month and year did {child 01} (last)

leave home? (month)
 __ __ month

**************
D91Y In what month and year did {child 01} (last)

leave home? (year)
__ __ __ __ year [Go to D93]
refused (not stated)................................. <r>

**************
D92 How old was {child 01} when he/she last left

home?
__ __ years old 

**************
D93 What was the reason {child 01} (last) left your

household? (Mark all that apply.)
To get married or live with a partner........ <1>
Job-related reasons................................... <2>
Wanted to live alone ................................ <5>
Wanted to live with friends ...................... <6>
To live with other parent .......................... <7>
School related reasons.............................. <8>
Respondent asked child to leave
household ................................................. <9>
Other [Go to D93SP] ............................. <10>

[CATI]: [Go to D94]
**************
D93SP What was the reason {child 01} left your

household?
(specify)

**************
D94 How long was {child 01} away from your

household the last time {he/she} left home?
M __ __ months ........................................or
Y __ __ years

[CATI]: [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]
**************
D95M In what month and year did {child 01} die?

(month)
__ __ month

**************
D95Y In what month and year did {child 01} die?

(year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - D96]: Review D21Y and D95Y.
If (D95Y - D21Y) GE 15,

then [Go to D98]
else [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}].
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**************
D98 Did {child 01} ever move away from your

household?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [CATI]: [Go to [CATI - D20] and
{next child}] ......................................... <3>

**************
D99M In what month and year did {child 01} (last)

leave home? (month)
 __ __ month

**************
D99Y In what month and year did {child 01} (last)

leave home? (year)
__ __ __ __ year [Go to D101]
refused (not stated).................................<r>

**************
D100 How old was {child 01} when he/she last left

home?
__ __ years old

**************
D101 What was the reason {child 01} (last) left

your household? (Mark all that apply.)
To get married or live with a partner..... <1>
Job-related reasons................................ <2>
Wanted to live alone ............................. <5>
Wanted to live with friends ................... <6>
To live with other parent ....................... <7>
School related reasons........................... <8>
Respondent asked child to leave
household .............................................. <9>
Other [Go to D101SP] ........................ <10>

[CATI]: [Go to [CATI - D20] and {next child}]
**************
D101SP What was the reason {child 01} left your

household?
(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to [CATI -  D20] and {next child}]
**************
[CATI - D102A]: Review D43 and TOTALCHD.
If TOTALCHD = 1 and D43 = 5 (i.e. Gave up child for
adoption)

then [Go to CATI - D999]
**************
[CATI - D102B]: Review Children of respondent roster.
If all of the respondent’s children are deceased or respondent
does not have knowledge of children

then [Go to CATI - D999]
else [Go to D102]

**************
D102 Overall, would you say that you are very

satisfied, somewhat satisfied, not very satisfied
or not satisfied at all with the amount of time
you spend with your children?
Very satisfied ........................................... <1>
Somewhat satisfied................................... <2>
Not very satisfied ..................................... <3>
Not satisfied at all .................................... <4>

**************
D103 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

**************
D104 Having children has made me a happier

person.
Strongly agree .......................................... <1>
Agree........................................................ <2>
Disagree ................................................... <3>
Strongly disagree...................................... <4>
No opinion ............................................... <5>

**************
D105 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

I am often frustrated because my children
take so much of my time.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

*************
D106 Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

If I could live my life over, I don’t think I
would have had children.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - D107]: Review sex of respondent.
Is sex of respondent male?

Yes [Go to D107A]
No [Go to D107B]
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**************
D107A Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

I think I’m a better father than my
father/father substitute was.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree..................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree................................... <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - D999]

**************
D107B Can you tell me if you strongly agree, agree,

disagree or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements?

I think I’m a better mother than my
mother/mother substitute was.
Strongly agree ....................................... <1>
Agree .................................................... <2>
Disagree ................................................ <3>
Strongly disagree .................................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - D999]: [Go to F1]
************
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************
SECTION F: Fertility Intentions
**************
[CATI - F1]: Review household roster: age and sex of
respondent and respondent’s partner, if applicable.

Is sex of respondent female?
Yes Is age of respondent 50 or older?

Yes [Go to CATI - F99]
No [Go to F2]

No Is age of respondent 49 or younger?
Yes [Go to F2]
No

Is sex of respondent’s partner = female and is respondent’s
partner’s age 49 or younger?

Yes [Go to F2]
No  [Go to CATI - F99]

**************
F2 The next questions are about your intentions

to give birth to/father (more) children.
**************
[CATI - F3]: Review household roster: Verify from roster, sex
of the respondent and marital status.

Sex = male and
Sex of spouse/partner = female and
Age of female partner less than 50 years
Marital status = married/common-law [Go to F4]

Sex = Female and
Age of respondent less than 50 years
Marital status = married/common-law [Go to F5]

Else [Go to F6]
**************
F4 Is your spouse/partner currently pregnant?

Yes [Go to F8] ......................................... <1>
No............................................................. <3>

[CATI]: [Go to F6]
**************
F5 Are you currently pregnant?

Yes [Go to F8] ......................................... <1>
No............................................................. <3>

**************
F6 Do you intend to have a/another child

sometime? (Exclude step- and adopted children.)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to F10] ..................................... <3>

**************
F7 What is the total number of children that you

intend to have including those you have now?
(Exclude step- and adopted children.)

__ __ children
[CATI]: [Go to F10]
**************

F8 What is the total number of children that you
intend to have including those you have now
and the child that {you/your partner} are
currently expecting? (Exclude step- and
adopted children.)

__ __ children
**************
[CATI - F9]: Review F5.
Is the respondent currently pregnant (i.e. F5 = 1)?

Yes [Go to CATI - F13]
No

**************
F10 Have you had an operation that makes it

impossible for you to have another child?
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No [Go to F12] ........................................ <3>

**************
F11 Did you have that operation for contraceptive

or medical reasons?
Contraceptive ........................................... <1>
Medical .................................................... <2>
Both.......................................................... <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - F13]
**************
F12 Have you ever been told that you cannot have

any(more) children?
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
[CATI - F13]: Review household roster, marital status:
Is the respondent’s marital status married or living common-
law?

Yes
No [Go to F24]

**************
F14 Has your spouse/partner had an operation that

makes it impossible for him/her to have
another child?
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No [Go to F16] ........................................ <3>

**************
F15 Did your spouse/partner have that operation

for contraceptive or medical reasons?
Contraceptive ........................................... <1>
Medical .................................................... <2>
Both.......................................................... <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - F17]
**************
F16 Has your spouse/partner ever been told that

he/she cannot have any(more) children?
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

**************
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[CATI - F17]: Review F10 and F14.
Has the respondent or the respondent’s spouse/partner had an
operation that makes it impossible to have another child
(i.e. F10 = 1 or F14 = 1)?

Yes [Go to CATI - F99]
No

**************
[CATI - F18]: Review household roster (INTRO_2).
Is the relationship between the respondent and the
respondent’s partner "same sex partner" 
(i.e. INTRO_2 = 70)?

Yes [Go to CATI - F99]
No

**************
[CATI - F19]: Review F4 and F5.
Is the respondent or the respondent’s spouse/partner currently
pregnant (i.e. F4 = 1 or F5 = 1)?

Yes [Go to F23]
No

**************
F20 Are you and/or your spouse/partner

currently using any contraceptive
method(s)?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to F23] ..................................... <3>

**************
F21 Which contraceptive method(s) are you

and/or your spouse currently using? (Mark
all that apply.)
Birth control pill.................................... <1>
Intra-uterine device (IUD)..................... <2>
Sponge................................................... <3>
Diaphragm............................................. <4>
Foam, jelly ............................................ <5>
Condom................................................. <6>
Periodic abstinence, rhythm,
safe period............................................. <7>
Withdrawal............................................ <8>
Any other method.................................. <9>

**************
F22 How long have you and your partner been

using this (these) method(s)?
W __ __ weeks
M __ __ months
Y __ __ years

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - F99]
**************

F23 Have you and your spouse used any
contraceptive method at any time during the
last two years?
Yes ........................................................... <1>
No ............................................................ <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - F99]
**************
F24 Are you currently using any contraceptive

method(s)?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to F27]..................................... <3>

**************
F25 Which contraceptive method(s) are you

currently using? (Mark all that apply.)
Birth control pill ................................... <1>
Intra-uterine device (IUD) .................... <2>
Sponge .................................................. <3>
Diaphragm ............................................ <4>
Foam, jelly ............................................ <5>
Condom................................................. <6>
Periodic abstinence, rhythm, safe period<7>
Withdrawal ........................................... <8>
Any other method ................................. <9>

**************
F26 How long have you been using this (these)

method(s)?
W __ __ weeks
M __ __ months
Y __ __ years

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - F99]
**************
F27 Have you used any contraceptive method at

any time during the last two years?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - F99]
**************
[CATI - F99]: [Go to H1]
**************
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**************
SECTION H: Marriages
**************
H1 The next questions are about marriages and

common-law partnerships. Your answers
will help us better measure how family
relationships are changing.

**************
[CATI - H1]: Review household roster and marital status.
Is marital status of respondent "Married" and does the
respondent have a spouse living in the household?

Yes
No [Go to H2]

Your current legal marital status is legally married and not
separated. Is that correct?

Yes [Go to CATI - H8] ......................... <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
H2 What is your current legal marital status?

Are you ....
Legally married and not
separated? ............................................ <1>
Legally married and separated? ........ <2>
Divorced (or did you have your
marriage annulled)?............................ <3>
Widowed? ............................................ <4>
Single, never legally married?............ <5>

[CATI - Edit]: Review marital status of selected respondent
from household roster and H2.
(Note:  The conditions below are based on the marital status
of each household member being one of the following:

1) Living common-law
2) Married
3) Widowed
4) Divorced
5) Separated
6) Single, never married

If marital status = common-law and H2 = 1 (Legally married
and not separated)

or
if marital status = married and H2 = 2 (Legally married and
separated)

or
if marital status = married and H2 = 3 (Divorced or did you
have your marriage annulled)

or
if marital status = married and H2 = 4 (Widowed)

or
if marital status = married and H2 = 5 (Single, never legally
married)

or
if marital status = widowed and H2 = 1 (Legally married and

not separated)
or

if marital status = widowed and H2 = 2 (Legally married and
separated)

or
if marital status = widowed and H2 = 3 (Divorced or did you
have your marriage annulled)

or
if marital status = widowed    and H2 = 5 (Single, never
legally married)

or
if marital status = divorced and H2 = 1 (Legally married and
not separated)

or
if marital status = divorced and H2 = 2 (Legally married and
separated)

or
if marital status = divorced and H2 = 4 (Widowed)

or
if marital status = divorced and H2 = 5 (Single, never legally
married)

or
if marital status = separated and H2 = 1 (Legally married
and not separated)

or
if marital status = separated and H2 = 3 (Divorced or did you
have your marriage annulled)

or
if marital status = separated and H2 = 4 (Widowed)

or
if marital status = separated and H2 = 5 (Single, never
legally married)

or
if marital status = single (never married) and H2 = 1 (Legally
married and not separated)

or
if marital status = single (never married) and H2 = 2 (Legally
married and separated)

or
if marital status = single (never married) and H2 = 3
(Divorced or did you have your marriage annulled)

or
if marital status = single (never married) and H2 = 4
(Widowed)

Then:  notify interviewer that there is a potential conflict
between H2 and marital status of respondent (from household
roster)
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**************
[CATI - H3]: Review H2 and marital status on household
roster.  If H2 = 1 (Legally married and not separated) and
respondent does not have a spouse living in the household
then [Go to H4]

else if marital status of respondent is common-
law and respondent does not have a partner
living in the household

then [Go to H5]
else [Go to CATI - H8]

**************
H4 I’ve recorded that you are married, but your

spouse is not living here now. What is the
reason for that?
Work-related separation........................ <1>
Spouse is in a nursing home .................. <2>
Other medical care facility .................... <3>
School-related separation ...................... <4>
Prison or correctional institution ........... <5>
Marital problems or conflict.................. <6>
Spouse has not immigrated to the
country .................................................. <7>
Other reason .......................................... <8>

[CATI]: [Go to H6M]
**************
H5 I’ve recorded that your marital status is

common-law, but your partner is not living
here now. What is the reason for that?
Work-related separation........................ <1>
Partner is in a nursing home .................. <2>
Other medical care facility .................... <3>
School-related separation ...................... <4>
Prison or correctional institution ........... <5>
Relationship problems or conflict ......... <6>
Partner has not immigrated to the
country .................................................. <7>
Other reason .......................................... <8>

[CATI]: [Go to H7M]
**************
H6M In what month and year did you and your

spouse start living apart? (month)
__ __ month
Never lived together [Go to
CATI - H8] .......................................... <88>

**************
H6Y In what month and year did you and your

spouse start living apart? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H8]

**************
H7M In what month and year did you and your

partner start living apart? (month)
__ __ month
Never lived together [Go to
CATI - H8].......................................... <88>

**************
H7Y In what month and year did you and your

partner start living apart? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H8]: Review household roster; respondent’s marital
status.
Is the respondent living common-law?

Yes  Review H2.
If H2 = 2 (Legally married and separated) then  [Go to
H12M]

else if H2 = 3 (Divorced or did you have your marriage
annulled) then [Go to H28M]

else if H2 = 4 (Widowed) then [Go to H28M]

else if H2 = 5 (Single, never legally married) then [Go to
H87]

else if H2 = r (refused) then [Go to CATI - H99]
No

**************
H9 Have you ever been a partner in a

common-law relationship? (Common-law
partnership means having a sexual relationship
while sharing the same usual address.)

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - H10]: Review H2.
If H2 = 1 (Legally married and not separated)
then  [Go to H13M]
else if H2 = 2 (Legally married and separated)
then [Go to H12M]
else if H2 = 3 (Divorced or did you have your marriage
annulled) then [Go to H28M]
else if H2 = 4 (Widowed) then [Go to H28M]
else if H2 = 5 (Single, never legally married)
then [Go to H87]
else if H2 = r (refused) then [Go to CATI - H11]
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**************
[CATI - H11]: Review household roster; respondent’s marital
status.
Is the respondent married?

Yes [Go to H13M]
No

Is the respondent divorced?
Yes [Go to H28M]
No

Is the respondent separated?
Yes [Go to H12M]
No

Is the respondent widowed?
Yes [Go to H28M]
No

Is the respondent single (never married)?
Yes [Go to H87]
No

**************
H12M In what month and year did you separate

from your current marriage? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H12Y In what month and year did you separate

from your current marriage? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H12]: Review H2 and TOTALCHD.
Is H2 = 2 and TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to H13M]

**************
H12A Overall, has your separation had a very

positive, positive, negative or very negative
effect on your relationship with your
child(ren)?
Very positive ......................................... <1>
Positive.................................................. <2>
Negative ................................................ <3>
Very negative ........................................ <4>
No effect................................................ <5>

**************
H13M In what month and year were you married?

(month of current marriage)
__ __ month

**************
H13Y In what month and year were you married?

(year of current marriage)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H14 What was your spouse’s marital status before

entering into this marriage?   Was it ...
Widowed? ............................................... <1>
Divorced (or had a previous marriage
annulled)? ................................................ <2>
Single (never legally married)?................ <3>

**************
H15 Did your spouse live common-law with anyone

else before entering into this marriage?
(current marriage)

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
H16M In what month and year was your spouse

born? (birth month of current spouse)
__ __ month

**************
H16Y In what month and year was your spouse

born? (birth year of current spouse)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H17 Does your spouse have any children from a

previous relationship(s) that you did not
raise?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - H24] ........................ <3>

**************
H18 How many?

__ __ number of spouse’s children
**************
H19 Are any of these children 18 years of age or

younger?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - H24] ........................ <3>

**************
[CATI - H19A]: Review H18 and H19.
If H18 = 1 and H19 = <1> (i.e. Yes) then

1) Set H20 = 1
2) Go to H21.

**************
H20 How many?

__ __ number of spouse’s children
**************
H21 Does your spouse provide financial support for

this/those child/children?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
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**************
H22 During the past 12 months, how often did

your spouse see (this/those) child/children?
Was it ...
Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month? ........................ <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>
Not at all?............................................. <5>

**************
H23 During the past 12 months, how often did your

spouse have contact by letter or telephone
with (this/those) child/children?  Was it ...
Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month? ........................ <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>
Not at all?............................................. <5>

**************
[CATI- H24]: Review H9 and household roster.
Has the respondent ever been a partner in a common-law
relationship (H9 = Yes) or is currently in a common-law
relationship?

Yes
No [Go to H27]

**************
H25 Did you and your spouse live common-law

before entering into this marriage?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H27] .................................... <3>

**************
H26M In what month and year did you and your

current spouse begin to live together?
(month)
__ __ month

**************
H26Y In what month and year did you and your

current spouse begin to live together? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H27 Is this your first marriage?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H28M] ................................. <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H99]
**************
H28M In what month and year was your first

marriage? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H28Y In what month and year was your first

marriage? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************

H29 What was your first husband/wife’s marital
status before entering into that marriage?
Was it ..
Widowed? ............................................... <1>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ................................................ <2>
Single (never legally married)?................ <3>

**************
H30 Did your first spouse live common-law with

anyone else before entering into this
marriage?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
H31M In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth month of first spouse)
__ __ month

**************
H31Y In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth year of first spouse)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H32]: Review H9 and household roster.
Has the respondent ever been a partner in a common-law
relationship (H9 = Yes) or is currently in a common-law
relationship?

Yes
No [Go to H35]

**************
H33 Did you and your first spouse live common-law

before entering into this marriage?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H35] .................................... <3>

**************
H34M In what month and year did you and your first

husband/wife begin to live together? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H34Y In what month and year did you and your first

husband/wife begin to live together? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H35 Did your first marriage end in ..

Separation and then divorce or
annulment? [Go to H36M].................. <1>
Separation and then death of
spouse? [Go to H36M]......................... <2>
Death of spouse? [Go to H39M] ......... <3>
Divorce or annulment without
separation [Go to H38M] ..................... <4>
Other ..................................................... <5>
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**************
H35SP How did your first marriage end?

(specify)
[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H40]
**************
H36M In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (month of separation for
first marriage)
__ __ month
No separation prior to divorce
[Go to H38M] ....................................... <n>

**************
H36Y In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (year of separation for
first marriage)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H37]: Review H35.
Did respondent’s first marriage end in separation then death
of spouse? (i.e. H35 = 2)

Yes [Go to H39M]
No

**************
H38M In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final? (month of divorce for first
marriage)
__ __ month

**************
H38Y In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final? (year of divorce for first
marriage)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H38]: Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - H40]

Review H38M, H38Y and Children of respondent roster.
Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s first
divorce or annulment?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - H40]

**************
H38A Overall, has this divorce had a very positive,

positive, negative or very negative effect on
your relationship with your child(ren)?
Very positive ......................................... <1>
Positive.................................................. <2>
Negative ................................................ <3>
Very negative ........................................ <4>
No effect................................................ <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of divorce (or annulment).............. <8>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H40].

**************
H39M In what month and year did your first spouse

die? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H39Y In what month and year did your first spouse

die? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H40]: Review H2.
Is the respondent currently married (H2 = 1 or H2 = 2)?

Yes
No [Go to H42]

*************
H41 Is your current marriage your second?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H43M] ................................. <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H99]
**************
H42 Have you been legally married a second time?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H88] .................................... <3>

**************
H43M In what month and year was your second

marriage? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H43Y In what month and year was your second

marriage? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H44 What was your second husband/wife’s marital

status before entering into that marriage?
Was it ..
Widowed? ............................................... <1>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ................................................ <2>
Single (never legally married)?................ <3>

**************
H45 Did your second spouse live common-law with

anyone else before entering into this
marriage?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
H46M In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth month of second spouse)
__ __ month

**************
H46Y In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth year of second spouse)
__ __ __ __ year
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**************
[CATI - H47]: Review H9 and household roster.
Has the respondent ever been a partner in a common-law
relationship (H9 = Yes)  or is currently in a common-law
relationship?

Yes
No [Go to H50]

**************
H48 Did you and your second spouse live

common-law before entering into this
marriage?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H50] .................................... <3>

**************
H49M In what month and year did you and your

second husband/wife begin to live together?
(month)
__ __ month

**************
H49Y In what month and year did you and your

second husband/wife begin to live together?
(year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H50 Did your second marriage end in ..

Separation and then divorce or
annulment? [Go to H51M] .................. <1>
Separation and then death of
spouse? [Go to H51M] ......................... <2>
Death of spouse? [Go to H54M] ......... <3>
Divorce or annulment without separation
[Go to H53M] ....................................... <4>
Other ..................................................... <5>

**************
H50SP How did your second marriage end?

(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H55]
**************
H51M In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (month of separation of
second marriage)
__ __ month
No separation prior to divorce [Go
to H53M] .............................................. <n>

**************
H51Y In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen?  (year of separation of
second marriage)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H52]: Review H50.
Did respondent’s second marriage end in separation then
death of spouse? (i.e. H50 = 2)

Yes [Go to H54M]
No

**************
H53M In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final? (month of divorce for second
marriage)

__ __ month
**************
H53Y In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final?  (year of divorce for second
marriage)

__ __ __ __ year
**************
[CATI - H53]: Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - H55]

Review H53M, H53Y and Children of
respondent roster.

Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s
second divorce or annulment?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - H55]

**************
H53A Overall, has this divorce had a very positive,

positive, negative or very negative effect on
your relationship with your child(ren)?

Very positive......................................... <1>
Positive ................................................. <2>
Negative................................................ <3>
Very negative........................................ <4>
No effect ............................................... <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of divorce ...................................... <8>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H55].
**************
H54M In what month and year did your second

spouse die? (month)
__ __ month
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**************
H54Y In what month and year did your second

spouse die? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H55]: Review H2.
Is the respondent currently married (H2 = 1 or H2 = 2)?

Yes
No [Go to H57]

**************
H56 Is your current marriage your third?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H58M] ................................. <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H99]
*************
H57 Have you been legally married a third time?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H88] .................................... <3>

**************
H58M In what month and year was your third

marriage? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H58Y In what month and year was your third

marriage? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H59 What was your third husband/wife’s marital

status before entering into that marriage?
Was it ..
Widowed? ............................................ <1>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled) ? ............................................ <2>
Single (never legally married)?............. <3>

**************
H60 Did your third spouse live common-law with

anyone else before entering into this
marriage?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
H61M In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth month of third spouse)
__ __ month

**************
H61Y In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth year of third spouse)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H62]: Review H9 and household roster.
Has the respondent ever been a partner in a common-law
relationship (H9 = Yes) or is currently in a common-law
relationship?

Yes
No [Go to H65]

**************
H63 Did you and your third spouse live

common-law before entering into this
marriage?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H65] .................................... <3>

**************
H64M In what month and year did you and your

third husband/wife begin to live together?
(month)

__ __ month
**************
H64Y In what month and year did you and your

third husband/wife begin to live together?
(year)

__ __ __ __ year
*************
H65 Did your third marriage end in ..

Separation and then divorce or
annulment? [Go to H66M] ..................... <1>
Separation and then death of
spouse? [Go to H66M] ............................ <2>
Death of spouse? [Go to H69M] ............ <3>
Divorce or annulment without
separation [Go to H68M]......................... <4>
Other ........................................................ <5>

**************
H65SP How did your third marriage end?

(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H70]
**************
H66M In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (month of separation of
third marriage)

__ __ month
No separation prior to divorce [Go
to H68M] ...............................................<n>
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**************
H66Y In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen?  (year of separation of
third marriage)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H67]: Review H65.
Did respondent’s third marriage end in separation then death
of spouse? (i.e. H65 = 2)

Yes [Go to H69M]
No

**************
H68M In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final? (month of divorce of third
marriage)
__ __ month

**************
H68Y In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final?  (year of divorce of third
marriage)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H68]: Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - H70]

Review H68M, H68Y and Children of respondent roster.
Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s third
divorce or annulment?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - H70]

**************
H68A Overall, has this divorce had a very positive,

positive, negative or very negative effect on
your relationship with your child(ren)?
Very positive ......................................... <1>
Positive.................................................. <2>
Negative ................................................ <3>
Very negative ........................................ <4>
No effect................................................ <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of divorce ...................................... <8>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H70].
**************
H69M In what month and year did your third

spouse die? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H69Y In what month and year did your third

spouse die? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************

[CATI - H70]: Review H2.
Is the respondent currently married (H2 = 1 or H2 = 2)?

Yes
No [Go to H72]

**************
H71 Is your current marriage your fourth?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H73M] ................................. <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - H99]
*************
H72 Have you been legally married a fourth time?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H88] .................................... <3>

**************
H73M In what month and year was your fourth

marriage? (month)
__ __ month

**************
H73Y In what month and year was your fourth

marriage? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H74 What was your fourth husband/wife’s marital

status before entering into that marriage?
Was it ..

Widowed? ............................................ <1>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ............................................. <2>
Single (never legally married)? ............ <3>

**************
H75 Did your fourth spouse live common-law with

anyone else before entering into this
marriage?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
H76M In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth month of fourth spouse)
__ __ month

**************
H76Y In what month and year was he/she born?

(birth year of fourth spouse)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H77]: Review H9 and household roster.
Has the respondent ever been a partner in a common-law
relationship (H9 = Yes) or is currently in a common-law
relationship?

Yes
No [Go to H80]
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**************
H78 Did you and your fourth spouse live

common-law before entering into this
marriage?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to H80] .................................... <3>

**************
H79M In what month and year did you and your

fourth husband/wife begin to live together?
(month)
__ __ month

**************
H79Y In what month and year did you and your

fourth husband/wife begin to live together?
(year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H80 Did your fourth marriage end in ..

Separation and then divorce or
nnulment? [Go to H81M] .................... <1>
Separation and then death of spouse?
 [Go to H81M] ...................................... <2>
Death of spouse? [Go to H84M] ......... <3>
Divorce or annulment without separation
[Go to H83M] ....................................... <4>
Other ..................................................... <5>

**************
H80SP How did your fourth marriage end?

(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to H85]
**************
H81M In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (month of separation of
fourth marriage)
__ __ month
No separation prior to divorce [Go
to H83M] .............................................. <n>

**************
H81Y In what month and year did the (last)

separation happen? (year of separation of
fourth marriage)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - H82]: Review H80.
Did respondent’s fourth marriage end in separation then
death of spouse? (i.e. H80 = 2)

Yes [Go to H84M]
No

**************
H83M In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final? (month of divorce of fourth
marriage)
__ __ month

**************
H83Y In what month and year was the divorce or

annulment final? (year of divorce of fourth
marriage)

__ __ __ __ year
**************
[CATI - H83]: Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to H85]

Review H83M, H83Y and Children of respondent roster.

Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s first
divorce or annulment?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - H85]

**************
H83A Overall, has this divorce had a very positive,

positive, negative or very negative effect on
your relationship with your child(ren)?

Very positive......................................... <1>
Positive ................................................. <2>
Negative................................................ <3>
Very negative........................................ <4>
No effect ............................................... <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of divorce ...................................... <8>

[CATI]: [Go to H85]
**************
H84M In what month and year did your fourth

spouse die?(month)
__ __ month

**************
H84Y In what month and year did your fourth

spouse die? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
H85 In total, how many times have you been legally

married?
__ __ times

**************
[CATI - H86]: Review H2.
Is the respondent currently married (H2 = 1 or H2 = 2)?

Yes [Go to CATI - H99]
No [Go to H88]

**************
H87 Do you think you will ever marry?

Yes [Go to H89] ................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - H99] ........................ <3>
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**************
H88 Do you think you will ever marry again?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - H99]......................... <3>

**************
H89 At what age would you like to get

married/remarried?
__ __ years

**************
[CATI - H99]: [Go to CATI - J1]
**************
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**************
SECTION J: Common-law partnerships
**************
[CATI - J1]: Review H9.
Has the respondent ever been a partner in a common-law
relationship (H9 = Yes)?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - J45A]

Review H2.
Is respondent legally married and not separated (i.e. H2 = 1)?

Yes [Go to J4]
No

Review household roster.
Does respondent have a common-law partner?

Yes [Go to J5M]
No

**************
J2 Are you now living with a common-law

partner? (Common-law partnership means
having a sexual relationship while sharing the
same usual address.)
Yes [Go to J5M] ................................... <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - J3]: Review H2 and H9.
If respondent has been a partner in a common-law
relationship but has never been legally married (i.e. H2 = 5
and H9 = 1), [Go to J17M].
**************
J4 Have you ever been a partner in a

common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (Common-law
partnership means having a sexual relationship
while sharing the same usual address.)
Yes [Go to J17M] ................................. <1>
No [Go to CATI - J99].......................... <3>

**************
J5M In what month and year did you and your

partner begin to live together? (month)
__ __ month

**************
J5Y In what month and year did you and your

partner begin to live together? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J6 What was your partner’s marital status

before entering into this union?  Was it...
Widowed? ............................................ <1>
Separated? ........................................... <2>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ............................................. <3>
Single (never legally married) ?............ <4>

**************

J7 Did your partner live common-law with
anyone else before entering into this union?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
J8M In what month and year was your partner

born? (birth month of current partner)
__ __ month

**************
J8Y In what month and year was your partner

born? (birth year of current partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J9 Does your partner have any children from a

previous relationship(s) that you did not
raise?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to J16] ..................................... <3>

**************
J10 How many?

__ __ number of partner’s children
**************
J11 Are any of these children 18 years of age or

younger?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to J16] ..................................... <3>

**************
J12 How many?

__ __ number of partner’s children
**************
J13 Does your partner provide financial support

for this/those child/children?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
J14 During the past 12 months, how often did your

partner see (this/those) child/children?  Was
it ...

Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month?........................ <3>
Less than once a month? .................... <4>
Not at all? ............................................ <5>

**************
J15 During the past 12 months, how often did your

partner have contact by letter or telephone
with (this/those) child/children?  Was it ...

Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month?........................ <3>
Less than once a month? .................... <4>
Not at all? ............................................ <5>
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**************
J16 Have you had a previous common-law

relationship that was not followed by
marriage?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - J45B] ....................... <3>

**************
J17M In what month and year did you begin your

first common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (month)
__ __ month

**************
J17Y In what month and year did you begin your

first common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J18 What was that partner’s marital status

before entering into that union?  Was it...
(first common-law partner)
Widowed? ............................................ <1>
Separated? ........................................... <2>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ............................................. <3>
Single (never legally married)?............. <4>

**************
J19 Did that partner live common-law with

anyone else before entering into this union?
 (first common-law partner)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
J20M In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth month of first common-law
partner)
__ __ month

**************
J20Y In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth year of first common-law partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J21 Did this partnership end by separation or by

the death of your partner? (first common-law
partnership)
Separation ............................................. <1>
Death of partner .................................... <2>

**************
J22M In what month and year did this occur?

(month of separation from/death of first
common-law partner)
__ __ month

**************
J22Y In what month and year did this occur? (year

of separation from/death of first common-law
partner)

__ __ __ __ year
**************
[CATI - J22]: Review J21.
Is J21 = 1?

Yes
No [Go to J23]

Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to J23]

Review J22M, J22Y and Children of respondent roster.
Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s
separation from first common-law partner?

Yes
No [Go to J23]

**************
J22A Overall, has this separation had a very

positive, positive, negative or very negative
effect on your relationship with your
child(ren)?

Very positive......................................... <1>
Positive ................................................. <2>
Negative................................................ <3>
Very negative........................................ <4>
No effect ............................................... <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of separation.................................. <8>

**************
J23 Have you been a partner in any other

common-law relationships that were not
followed by marriage?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - J45B] ....................... <3>

**************
J24M In what month and year did you begin your

second common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (month)

__ __ month
**************
J24Y In what month and year did you begin your

second common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (year)

__ __ __ __ year
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**************
J25 What was that partner’s marital status

before entering into that union?  Was it...
(second common-law partner)
Widowed? ............................................ <1>
Separated? ........................................... <2>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ............................................. <3>
Single (never legally married)?............. <4>

**************
J26 Did that partner live common-law with

anyone else before entering into this union?
(second common-law partner)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
J27M In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth month of second common-law
partner)
__ __ month

**************
J27Y In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth year of second common-law
partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J28 Did this partnership end by separation or by

the death of your partner? (second common-
law partnership)
Separation ............................................. <1>
Death of partner .................................... <2>

**************
J29M In what month and year did this occur? (month

of separation from/death of second common-
law partner)
__ __ month

**************
J29Y In what month and year did this occur? (year

of separation from/death of second common-
law partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - J29] Review J28.
Is J28 = 1?

Yes
No [Go to J30]

Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to J30]

Review J29M, J29Y and Children of respondent roster.
Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s
separation from second common-law partner?

Yes
No [Go to J30]

**************
J29A Overall, has this separation had a very

positive, positive, negative or very negative
effect on your relationship with your
child(ren)?

Very positive......................................... <1>
Positive ................................................. <2>
Negative................................................ <3>
Very negative........................................ <4>
No effect ............................................... <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of separation.................................. <8>

**************
J30 Have you been a partner in any other

common-law relationships that were not
followed by marriage?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - J45B] ....................... <3>

**************
J31M In what month and year did you begin your

third common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (month)

__ __ month
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**************
J31Y In what month and year did you begin your

third common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J32 What was that partner’s marital status

before entering into that union?  Was it...
(third common-law partnership)
Widowed? ............................................ <1>
Separated? ........................................... <2>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ............................................. <3>
Single (never legally married)?............. <4>

**************
J33 Did that partner live common-law with

anyone else before entering into this union?
(third common-law partner)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
J34M In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth month of third common-law
partner)
__ __ month

**************
J34Y In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth year of third common-law partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J35 Did this partnership end by separation or by

the death of your partner? (third common-
law partnership)
Separation ............................................. <1>
Death of partner .................................... <2>

**************
J36M In what month and year did this occur?

(month of separation from/death of third
common-law partner)
__ __ month

**************
J36Y In what month and year did this occur? 

(year of separation from/death of third
common-law partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - J36]: Review J35.
Is J35 = 1?

Yes
No [Go to J37]

Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to J37]

Review J36M, J36Y and Children of respondent roster.

Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s
separation from third common-law partner?

Yes
No [Go to J37]

**************
J36A Overall, has this separation had a very

positive, positive, negative or very negative
effect on your relationship with your
child(ren)?

Very positive......................................... <1>
Positive ................................................. <2>
Negative................................................ <3>
Very negative........................................ <4>
No effect ............................................... <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of separation.................................. <8>

**************
J37 Have you been a partner in any other

common-law relationships that were not
followed by marriage?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - J45B] ....................... <3>

**************
J38M In what month and year did you begin your

fourth common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (month)

__ __ month
**************
J38Y In what month and year did you begin your

fourth common-law relationship that was not
followed by marriage? (year)

__ __ __ __ year
**************
J39 What was that partner’s marital status before

entering into that union?  Was it... (fourth
partnership)

Widowed? ............................................ <1>
Separated? ........................................... <2>
Divorced (or had previous marriage
annulled)? ............................................. <3>
Single (never legally married)? ............ <4>

**************
J40 Did that partner live common-law with anyone

else before entering into this union? (third
common-law partner)

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
J41M In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth month of fourth common-law
partner)

__ __ month
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**************
J41Y In what month and year was that partner

born? (birth year of fourth common-law
partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
J42 Did this partnership end by separation or by

the death of your partner?  (fourth common-
law partnership)
Separation ............................................. <1>
Death of partner .................................... <2>

**************
J43M In what month and year did this occur?

(month of separation from/death of fourth
common-law partner)
__ __ month

**************
J43Y In what month and year did this occur? (year

of separation from/death of fourth common-law
partner)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - J43]: Review J42.
Is J42 = 1?

Yes
No [Go to J44]

Review TOTALCHD.
Is TOTALCHD GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to J44]

Review J43M, J43Y and Children of respondent roster.

Does the respondent have a child on the roster whose birth
date is less than or equal to the date of the respondent’s
separation from fourth common-law partner?

Yes
No [Go to J44]

**************
J43A Overall, has this separation had a very

positive, positive, negative or very negative
effect on your relationship with your
child(ren)?
Very positive ......................................... <1>
Positive.................................................. <2>
Negative ................................................ <3>
Very negative ........................................ <4>
No effect................................................ <5>
Respondent did not have children at
time of separation.................................. <8>

**************
J44 In total, how many times have you been a

partner in common-law relationships that
were not followed by marriage?

__ __ times

[CATI]: [Go to J99]
**************
[CATI - J45A]:Review H2 and H9.
If H2 = 5 (Single, never legally married) and H9 = 3 (never
been a partner in a common-law relationship).

then [Go to J46]
else [Go to CATI - J99]

**************
[CATI - J45B]: Review H2, H5 and household roster.
If {H2 = 2 (i.e. Legally married and separated) and H5 = ’’
(i.e. no data in H5) and household roster does not report a
spouse or partner for respondent}

then [Go to J46]
else

if {H2 = 3 (i.e. Divorced or marriage annulled) and H5 = ’ ’
(i.e. no data in H5) and household roster does not report a
spouse or partner for  respondent}

then [Go to J46]
else

if {H2 = 4 (i.e. Widowed) and H5 = ’ ’ (i.e. no data in H5) and
household roster does not report a spouse or partner for
respondent}

then [Go to J46]
else

if {H2 = 5 (i.e. Single, never legally married) and H5 = ’ ’ (i.e.
no data in H5) and household roster does not report a spouse
or partner for respondent}

then [Go to J46]
else [Go to CATI - J99]

**************
J46 Do you think you will ever live in a common-

law relationship?
Yes [Go to J47] .................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - J99] ......................... <3>

**************
J47 At what age would you like to start a common-

law relationship?
__ __ years

**************
[CATI - J99]: [Go to K1]
**************
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**************
SECTION K: Values and Attitudes (Part II)
**************
[CATI - K1]: Review household roster, H2 and J2.
Does respondent have a common-law partner on the
household roster, a spouse on the household roster or is H2
= 1 or J2 = 1?

Yes
No [Go to K21]

**************
K2 Now some questions about your relationship

with your spouse/partner.
**************
K3 Overall, would you say that your

relationship is ...
Very happy? ........................................ <1>
Fairly happy? ...................................... <2>
Not too happy? .................................... <3>

**************
K4 About how often do you and your

(spouse/partner) calmly discuss something?
Is it ....
Almost every day? (4 or more days
a week) .................................................. <1>
Once or twice a week? ........................ <2>
Once or twice a month? ...................... <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>

**************
K5 About how often do you and your

(spouse/partner) laugh together? Is it ....
Almost every day? (4 or more days
a week) .................................................. <1>
Once or twice a week? ........................ <2>
Once or twice a month? ...................... <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>

**************
K7 Do you and your (spouse/partner) often,

sometimes, hardly ever or never have
arguments about....

**************
K8 Chores and responsibilities?

Often ..................................................... <1>
Sometimes ............................................. <2>
Hardly ever............................................ <3>
Never..................................................... <4>

**************
[CATI - K9]: Review TOTALCHD.
If TOTALCHD GE 1,

then [Go to K10]
else [Go to K11]

**************
K10 Do you and your (spouse/partner) often,

sometimes, hardly ever or never have arguments
about....

Your child(ren)?
Often ..................................................... <1>
Sometimes............................................. <2>
Hardly ever ........................................... <3>
Never .................................................... <4>

**************
K11 Do you and your (spouse/partner) often,

sometimes, hardly ever or never have arguments
about....

Money?
Often ..................................................... <1>
Sometimes............................................. <2>
Hardly ever ........................................... <3>
Never .................................................... <4>

**************
K12 Do you and your (spouse/partner) often,

sometimes, hardly ever or never have arguments
about....

Showing affection to each other?
Often ..................................................... <1>
Sometimes............................................. <2>
Hardly ever ........................................... <3>
Never .................................................... <4>

**************
K14 Do you and your (spouse/partner) often,

sometimes, hardly ever or never have arguments
about....

Leisure time?
Often ..................................................... <1>
Sometimes............................................. <2>
Hardly ever ........................................... <3>
Never .................................................... <4>

**************
K17 Do you and your (spouse/partner) often,

sometimes, hardly ever or never have arguments
about....

In-laws?
Often ..................................................... <1>
Sometimes............................................. <2>
Hardly ever ........................................... <3>
Never .................................................... <4>
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**************
K21 Please tell me if you think the following

reasons are sufficient for splitting up a
marriage or common-law relationship.

**************
K22 Partner drinks too much.

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
K23 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Lack of love and respect from the partner.
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
K24 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Constant disagreement about how the
family finances are handled.
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
K25 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Abusive behaviour from the partner.
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
K26 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Unsatisfactory division of household tasks
with the partner.
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
K27 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Unfaithful behaviour from the partner.
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
K28 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Unsatisfactory sexual relationship with the
partner.
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
K29 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Inability to have children with the partner.
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
K30 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Disagreement about the number of children
to have.
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
K31 Please tell me if you think the following reasons

are sufficient for splitting up a marriage or
common-law relationship.

Conflict about how the children are raised.
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
K33 If you had young children (less than 15 years

of age) and your marriage were in trouble and
the differences with your spouse could not be
resolved, would you still remain married for
the sake of your child(ren).

Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

[CATI]: [Go to K99]
**************
[CATI - K99]: [Go to L1]
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**************
SECTION L: Paid and Unpaid Work
**************
L1 The next few questions refer to unpaid

activities in the last week. (Last week refers to
the 7 days before the day of the interview.)

**************
L2 Last week, how many hours did you spend

doing the following activities?

Doing unpaid housework, yard work or
home maintenance for members of this
household or others. (Some examples include:
preparing meals, doing laundry, household
planning, shopping and cutting the grass.)
None...................................................... <1>
Less than 5 hours................................... <2>
5 to 14 hours.......................................... <3>
15 to 29 hours........................................ <4>
30 to 59 hours........................................ <5>
60 hours or more ................................... <6>

**************
L3 Last week, how many hours did you spend doing

the following activities?

Looking after one or more of your own
children, or the children of others, without
pay. (Some examples include: bathing or
playing with young children, driving children
to sports activities or helping them with
homework, and talking with teens about their
problems.)
None...................................................... <1>
Less than 5 hours................................... <2>
5 to 14 hours.......................................... <3>
15 to 29 hours........................................ <4>
30 to 59 hours........................................ <5>
60 hours or more ................................... <6>

**************
L4 Last week, how many hours did you spend doing

the following activities?

Providing unpaid care or assistance to one
or more seniors. (Some examples include:
providing personal care to a senior family
members, visiting seniors, talking with them on
the telephone, and helping them with shopping,
banking or with taking medication.)
None...................................................... <1>
Less than 5 hours................................... <2>
5 to 9 hours............................................ <3>
10 hours or more ................................... <4>

[CATI]: [Go to L10]

**************
L10 The next few questions refer to your paid work

and education activities.
**************
L11 Last week, did you do any work at a job or a

business or were you self-employed (at any
time)?

Yes [Go to L13].................................... <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
L12 During the past 12 months, did you do any

work at a job or a business or were you
self-employed (at any time)?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to L21] ..................................... <3>

**************
L13 For how many weeks during the past 12

months were you employed? (Including
vacation, illness, strikes, lock-outs and
maternity/paternity leave.)

__ __ weeks
**************
L14 How many hours per week did you usually

work?
__ __ __ hours

**************
L15 Did you regularly work evening or night

shifts?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
L16 Did you regularly work on Saturday or

Sunday?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
L17 For whom did you work for the longest time

during the past 12 months?
(Name of business, government department or
agency, or person.)

**************
L18 What kind of business, industry or service was

this?
(Give full description: e.g. federal government,
canning industry, forestry services.)

**************
L19 What kind of work were you doing?

(Give full description: e.g. office clerk, factory
worker, forestry technician.)
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**************
L20 In that work, what were your most

important activities or duties?
(Give full description: e.g. filing documents,
drying vegetables, forestry examiner.)

**************
L21 During the past 12 months, did you take

courses towards a degree, diploma or
certificate?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to L24] ..................................... <3>

**************
L22 For how many weeks during the past 12

months, were you taking courses?
__ __ weeks

**************
L23 Were you studying full-time or part-time?

Full-time................................................ <1>
Part-time................................................ <2>

**************
L24 During the last 12 months, was your main

activity working at a job or business,
looking for work , going to school, keeping
house, retired or something else? (Note: if
sickness or short term illness is reported, ask
for respondent’s usual major activity)
Working at a job or business [Go
to L26A] ................................................ <1>
Looking for work [Go to L26A]............ <2>
Going to school [Go to L26A] .............. <3>
Keeping house [Go to L26A] ................ <4>
Retired [Go to CATI - L25] .................. <5>

Something else
Maternity/paternity leave [Go to L26A] <6>
Long term illness [Go to L26A] ............ <7>
Other [Go to L24SP]............................. <8>

**************
L24SP During the past 12 months, what best

describes your MAIN activity?
(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to L26A]
**************
[CATI - L25]: Review L11 and L12.
Did the respondent work at a job or business during the past
12 months?

Yes [Go to L26A]
No

**************
L26 In what year did you last do any paid work?

__ __  __  __ year
Never worked at a paid job ............. <9998>

**************
L26A Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with your

main activity?
Satisfied ................................................ <1>
Dissatisfied ........................................... <3>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
[CATI - L26]: Review L11.
Did the respondent work at a job or business during the last
week?

Yes
No [Go to L27]

**************
L26B Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the

balance between your job and family and
home life?
Satisfied [Go to L27] ............................ <1>
Dissatisfied ........................................... <3>
No opinion [Go to L27] ........................ <5>

**************
L26C Why are you dissatisfied? (Mark all that

apply)
Not enough time for family (include
spouse/partner and children) ................. <1>
Spends too much time on job/main activity<2>
Not enough time for other activities (exclude
work or family related activities) .......... <3>
Cannot find suitable employment.......... <4>
Employment related reason(s) (exclude
spending too much time on job)............ <5>
Health reasons (include sleep disorders)<6>
Family related reason(s) (exclude not enough
time for family) ..................................... <7>
Other reason(s) [Go to L26SP] ............. <8>

[CATI]: Go to L27
**************
L26SP Why are you dissatisfied?

(specify)
**************
L27 Excluding kindergarten, how many years of

elementary and high school education have
you successfully completed?
No schooling [Go to CATI - L99] ............ <0>
One to five year [Go to L29] ................... <1>
Six [Go to L29]........................................ <6>
Seven [Go to L29] ................................... <7>
Eight [Go to L29] .................................... <8>
Nine [Go to L29] ..................................... <9>
Ten [Go to L29] ..................................... <10>
Eleven .................................................... <11>
Twelve ................................................... <12>
Thirteen.................................................. <13>
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**************
L28 Have you graduated from high school?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
L29 Have you had any further schooling beyond

elementary/high school?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to L31M] .................................. <3>

**************
L30 What is the highest level of education you

have attained?
Earned doctorate (e.g. Ph.D.,D.Sc.,
D.Ed.).................................................... <1>
Some graduate studies at the doctorate
level....................................................... <2>
Master’s degree (e.g. M.A.,M.Sc.,
M.Ed.) ................................................... <3>
Some graduate studies at the Master’s
level....................................................... <4>
First professional degree in medicine
(M.D.), dentistry (D.D.S., D.M.D.),
veterinary medicine (D.V.M.),
law (Ll.B.), optometry (O.D.) or
divinity (M.DIV.), or 1-year B.Ed. ....... <5>
Bachelor’s degree (e.g.  B.A., B.Sc.,
B.A.Sc., B.Ed.)...................................... <6>
Some university..................................... <7>
Diploma or certificate from community
college, CEGEP or nursing school ........ <8>
Some community college, CEGEP or
nursing school ....................................... <9>
Diploma or certificate from trade,
technical or vocational school, or
business college................................... <10>
Some trade, technical or vocational
school, or business college .................. <11>
High school diploma ........................... <12>
Some secondary/high school ............... <13>
Elementary school ............................... <14>
Some elementary school...................... <15>
Other [Go to L30SP]........................... <16>

[CATI]: [Go to L31M]
**************
L30SP What is the highest level of education you

have attained?
(specify)

**************
L31M In what month and year did you complete

your studies? (month)
__ __ month
Still attending school [Go to CATI - L99]<s>

**************
L31Y In what month and year did you complete

your studies? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
[CATI - L99]: [Go to CATI - M1]
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*************
SECTION M:  Work Interruptions
**************
[CATI - M1]: Review L13.
Has the respondent been employed 26 or more weeks in the
past 12 months?

Yes [Go to M3] ..................................... <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
M2 Have you ever worked at a job or business

on a regular basis? By this I mean a full-
time or part-time job which lasted six
months or longer.
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - M99] ........................ <3>

**************
M3 In what year did you first start working on

a regular basis? Exclude part-time
employment while you were attending
school full-time.
__ __ __ __ year
Full-time student working part-time
only [Go to CATI - M99] ................ <9998>

**************
M4 Since that time have you ever stopped

working for a period of six months or
longer?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - M99] ........................ <3>

**************
M5 In total, how many times have you taken any

breaks of six months or longer?
__ __ number of times

**************
M6M In what month and year did your first work

interruption begin? (month)
__ __ month

**************
M6Y In what month and year did your first work

interruption begin? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
M7 At that time, were you employed full-time or

part-time? (first work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M8] ............................ <1>
Part-time [Go to M8] ............................ <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>

**************
M7SP At that time, what were your working

arrangements? (first work interruption)
(specify)

**************
M8 What were the reasons that you stopped

working? (Mark all that apply)  (first work
interruption)
Own illness, disability or accident ........ <1>
Temporary layoff/End of contract......... <2>
Lack of work......................................... <3>
Business of company closure ................ <4>
Maternity/paternity leave ...................... <5>
Child care.............................................. <6>
Care of the elderly................................. <7>
Personal or family responsibilities (Other
than child care and care of the elderly) . <8>
Returned to school ................................ <9>
Retired ................................................ <10>
Seasonal work ..................................... <11>
Other reason [Go to M8SP] ................ <12>

[CATI]: [Go to M9]
**************
M8SP What were the reasons that you stopped

working?  (first work interruption)
(specify)

**************
M9 For how long did you stop working before

you returned to work on a regular basis,
either full-time or part-time?  (from first
work interruption)
M __ __ months ........................................or
Y __ __ years
Never returned to work [Go
to CATI - M99] ................................. <888>

**************
M10 When you returned, was it to work full-time

or part-time?  (from first work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M11A]........................ <1>
Part-time [Go to M11A] ....................... <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>

**************
M10SP When you returned to work, what were the

working arrangements? (from first work
interruption)
(specify)

**************
M11A Did you return to the same job? (from first

work interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
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**************
M11B Did you have similar duties? (from first work

interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - M12]: Review M5.
If the number given in M5 is greater than 1, then [Go to
M14M].
**************
M13 Have you taken any other breaks of six

months or longer?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - M99] ........................ <3>

**************
M14M In what month and year did your second

work interruption begin? (month)
__ __ month

**************
M14Y In what month and year did your second

work interruption begin? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
M15 At that time, were you employed full-time or

part-time? (second work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M16] .......................... <1>
Part-time [Go to M16] .......................... <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>

**************
M15SP At that time, what were your working

arrangements? (second work interruption)
(specify)

**************
M16 What were the reasons that you stopped

working? (Mark all that apply)  (second work
interruption)
Own illness, disability or accident......... <1>
Temporary layoff/End of contract ......... <2>
Lack of work ......................................... <3>
Business of company closure ................ <4>
Maternity/paternity leave ...................... <5>
Child care .............................................. <6>
Care of the elderly................................. <7>
Personal or family responsibilities (Other
than child care and care of the elderly) . <8>
Returned to school ................................ <9>
Retired................................................. <10>
Seasonal work ..................................... <11>
Other reason [Go to M16SP] .............. <12>

[CATI]: [Go to M17]
**************
M16SP What were the reasons that you stopped

working? (second work interruption)
(specify) _______________________

**************
M17 For how long did you stop working before you

returned to work on a regular basis, either
full-time or part-time? (second work
interruption)

M __ __ months ........................................or
Y __ __ years
Never returned to work [Go
to CATI - M99] ................................. <888>

**************
M18 When you returned, was it to work full-time or

part-time? (from second work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M19A]........................ <1>
Part-time [Go to M19A] ....................... <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>

**************
M18SP When you returned to work, what were the

working arrangements? (from second work
interruption)

(specify)
**************
M19A Did you return to the same job? (from second

work interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
M19B Did you have similar duties? (from second work

interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - M20]: Review M5.
If the number given in M5 is greater than 2, then [Go to
M22M].
**************
M21 Have you taken any other breaks of six months

or longer?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - M99] ........................ <3>

**************
M22M In what month and year did your third work

interruption begin? (month)
__ __ month

*************
M22Y In what month and year did your third work

interruption begin? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
M23 At that time, were you employed full-time or

part-time? (third work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M24] .......................... <1>
Part-time [Go to M24] .......................... <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>
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**************
M23SP At that time, what were your working

arrangements?  (third work interruption)
(specify)

**************
M24 What were the reasons that you stopped

working? (Mark all that apply) (third work
interruption)
Own illness, disability or accident......... <1>
Temporary layoff/End of contract ......... <2>
Lack of work ......................................... <3>
Business of company closure ................ <4>
Maternity/paternity leave ...................... <5>
Child care .............................................. <6>
Care of the elderly................................. <7>
Personal or family responsibilities (Other
than child care and care of the elderly) . <8>
Returned to school ................................ <9>
Retired................................................. <10>
Seasonal work ..................................... <11>
Other reason [Go to M24SP] .............. <12>

[CATI]: [Go to M25]
**************
M24SP What were the reasons that you stopped

working?  (third work interruption)
(specify)

**************
M25 For how long did you stop working before

you returned to work on a regular basis,
either full-time or part-time? (third work
interruption)
M __ __ months ....................................... or
Y __ __ years
Never returned to work [Go
to CATI - M99] ................................. <888>

**************
M26 When you returned, was it to work full-time

or part-time? (from third work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M27A] ........................ <1>
Part-time [Go to M27A] ........................ <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>

**************
M26SP When you returned to work, what were your

working arrangements? (from third work
interruption)
(specify)

**************
M27A Did you return to the same job? (from third

work interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
M27B Did you have similar duties? (from third work

interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - M28]: Review M5.
If the number given in M5 is greater than 3, then [Go to
M30M].
**************
M29 Have you taken any other breaks of six months

or longer?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - M99] ........................ <3>

***************
M30M In what month and year did your fourth work

interruption begin? (month)
__ __ month

***************
M30Y In what month and year did your fourth work

interruption begin? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
M31 At that time, were you employed full-time or

part-time? (fourth work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M32] .......................... <1>
Part-time [Go to M32] .......................... <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>

**************
M31SP At that time, what were your working

arrangements?   (fourth work interruption)
(specify)

**************
M32 What were the reasons that you stopped

working? (Mark all that apply) (fourth work
interruption)

Own illness, disability or accident ........ <1>
Temporary layoff/End of contract......... <2>
Lack of work......................................... <3>
Business of company closure ................ <4>
Maternity/paternity leave ...................... <5>
Child care.............................................. <6>
Care of the elderly................................. <7>
Personal or family responsibilities (Other
than child care and care of the elderly) . <8>
Returned to school ................................ <9>
Retired ................................................ <10>
Seasonal work ..................................... <11>
Other reason [Go to M32SP] .............. <12>

[CATI]: [Go to M33]
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**************
M32SP What were the reasons that you stopped

working?  (fourth work interruption)
(specify)

**************
M33 For how long did you stop working before

you returned to work on a regular basis,
either full-time or part-time? (fourth work
interruption)
M __ __ months ....................................... or
Y __ __ years
Never returned to work [Go
to CATI - M99] ................................. <888>

**************
M34 When you returned, was it to work full-time

or part-time? (from fourth work interruption)
Full-time [Go to M35A] ........................ <1>
Part-time [Go to M35A] ........................ <2>
Other ..................................................... <3>

**************
M34SP When you returned to work, what were your

work arrangements? (from fourth work
interruption)
(specify)

**************
M35A Did you return to the same job? (from fourth

work interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
M35B Did you have similar duties? (from fourth

work interruption)
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - M99]: [Go to N1]
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**************
SECTION N: Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS)
**************
N1 Now, I am going to ask you a few questions

about your exposure to smoke from
cigarettes.

**************
N2 Have you ever smoked cigarettes?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - N8] ........................... <3>

**************
N3 At the present time, do you smoke

cigarettes?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - N8] ........................... <3>

**************
N4 Do you usually smoke cigarettes every day?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - N8] ........................... <3>

**************
N5 On average, how many cigarettes per day?

__ __ cigarettes per day
**************
[CATI - N8]: Review N3 and N4.
If N4 =  1,

then [Go to N11]
else

if N3 =  1,
then [Go to N10]
else

if N3 ne 1,
then [Go to N9]

**************
N9 Are you exposed to smoke from cigarettes?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to N12] ..................................... <3>

**************
N10 How often are you exposed to smoke from

cigarettes? Is it ...
Daily? ................................................... <1>
At least once a week? .......................... <2>
At least once a month? ........................ <3>
Less than once a month?..................... <4>

**************
N11 Where are you most frequently exposed to

smoke from cigarettes?
At home ................................................ <1>
At work ................................................. <2>
At restaurants and bars.......................... <3>
At shopping malls ................................. <4>
At recreational facilities (e.g. arenas,
bingo halls, bowling alleys) .................. <5>
When visiting friends or relatives ......... <6>
Other reason(s) [Go to N11SP] ............ <7>

[CATI]: [Go to N12]
**************
N11SP Where are you most frequently exposed to

smoke from cigarettes?
(specify)

**************
N12 Are you bothered by smoke from cigarettes?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
N13 Does smoke from cigarettes cause you any

physical irritation? (e.g. to your eyes, your
breathing, your throat)

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - N14]: Review household roster.
Is this a single-person household?

Yes [Go to N17] ................................... <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
N15A Excluding yourself, how many other household

members smoke cigarettes in your home every
day or almost every day?

__ __ person(s) in the household
**************
N15B Is anyone else in your household bothered by

smoke from cigarettes?
Yes ....................................................... <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
N16 Does smoke from cigarettes cause others in

your household any physical irritation?  (e.g.
to eyes, breathing, throat)

Yes ....................................................... <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
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*************
N17 Do you believe that smoke from cigarettes

could cause a serious illness or physical
irritation to you or others in your
household?
Yes ....................................................... <1>
No [Go to N19] ..................................... <3>

**************
N18 What illness(es) or physical irritation(s)?

(Mark all that apply.)
Heart diseases........................................ <1>
Lung cancer........................................... <2>
Asthma .................................................. <3>
Respiratory problems ............................ <4>
Emphysema ........................................... <5>
Allergies (hay fever).............................. <6>
Bronchial problems/bronchitis .............. <7>
Angina................................................... <8>
Coughing............................................... <9>
Ear infections ...................................... <10>
Eye irritation ....................................... <11>
Headaches ........................................... <12>
Nasal congestion (sinusitis)................. <13>
Pneumonia........................................... <14>
Sudden infant death syndrome ............ <15>
Other illness [Go to N18A] ................. <16>

[CATI]: [Go to N19]
**************
N18A What illness(es) or physical irritation(s)?

(specify)
**************
N19 Is smoking cigarettes restricted in your

home?
Yes ....................................................... <1>
No [Go to CATI - N99] ......................... <3>

**************
N20 How is smoking cigarettes restricted in your

home? (Mark all that apply.)
Smokers are asked to abstain from
smoking in the house............................. <1>
Smoking is allowed in certain rooms only<2>
Restrict smoking in the presence of
young children....................................... <3>
Other restriction [Go to N20SP] ........... <4>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - N99]
**************
N20SP How is smoking cigarettes restricted in your

home?
(specify)

**************
[CATI - N99]: [Go to R1]
**************
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*************
SECTION R: Other Classification
**************
R1 Now, I’d like to ask you a few general

questions.
**************
[CATI - R1A]: Review household roster.
Is this a single-person household?

Yes [Go to R1M]
No

**************
R1B Have you ever lived alone for a period of 3

months or more?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to R2] ....................................... <3>

**************
R1M In what month and year did you first start to

live alone for a period of 3 months or more?
 (month)
__ __ month
Lived in household alone for less than
three months [Go to R2] ........................<s>

**************
R1Y In what month and year did you first start to

live alone for a period of 3 months or more?
 (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
R2 How many times did you move in the last 10

years, that is since {current month of
production} 1985?
__ __ times
none..................................................... <00>

**************
R3M In what month and year did you move to

your present address? (month)
__ __ month
Had always lived there  [Go to R6] .... <00>

**************
R3Y In what month and year did you move to

your present address? (year)
__ __ __ __ year

**************
R4 How far away did you last live before

moving to your present address? Was it
within ...
10 km (  6 miles or 10 minutes by car)? <1>
50 km ( 30 miles or 30 minutes by car)?<2>
100 km ( 60 miles or l hour by car)? .... <3>
200 km (120 miles or 2 hours by car)? . <4>
400 km (250 miles or  4 hours by car)? <5>
1000 km (625 miles or 10 hours by car)?<6>
Beyond 1000 km and living in Canada
or United States (more than 625 miles or
10 hours by car)? .................................. <7>
Outside Canada or United States ...... <8>

**************
R5 What were your reasons for this move?

(Mark all that apply)
To PURCHASE a home............................ <1>
To move to a LARGER home.................. <2>
To move to a better NEIGHBOURHOOD/change
in neighbourhood .................................. <3>
To move to own dwelling/INDEPENDENCE<4>
Marriage................................................ <5>
So that respondent could ACCEPT A

JOB offer................................................ <6>
So that respondent could LOOK FOR A JOB

(more prospects in the new location) .... <7>
To move to a SMALLER home................ <8>
To be CLOSER TO FAMILY ...................... <9>
To move to a LESS EXPENSIVE home ... <10>
FINANCIAL reasons .............................. <11>
Separation ........................................... <12>
So that respondent’s SPOUSE/PARTNER

COULD ACCEPT A JOB offer .................. <13>
So that respondent’s SPOUSE/PARTNER

COULD LOOK FOR A JOB (more prospects
in the new location)............................. <14>
Other family member’s work............... <15>
To attend SCHOOL ............................... <16>
To take CARE OF FAMILY MEMBER....... <17>
Other reasons [Go to R5SP] ............... <18>

[CATI]: [Go to R6]
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**************
R5SP What were your reasons for this move?

(specify)
**************
R6 In what type of dwelling are you now living?

 Is it a...
Single detached house? ....................... <1>
Semi-detached or double? (side
by side).................................................. <2>
Garden house, town-house or
row house? ........................................... <3>
Duplex? (one above the other).............. <4>
Low-rise apartment? (less than five
stories)................................................... <5>
High-rise apartment? (5 or more
stories)................................................... <6>
Trailer house?...................................... <7>
Another type of dwelling?  [Go
to R6SP]................................................ <8>

[CATI]: [Go to R7]
**************
R6SP In what type of dwelling are you now living?

(specify)
**************
R7 Is this dwelling owned by a member of this

household?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
R8 What is your postal code (for current

residence)?

__ __ __    __ __ __
**************
R9 Do you have more than one telephone in

your current home?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to R15] ..................................... <3>

**************
R10 Do all the telephones have the same number?

Yes [Go to R15].................................... <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
R11 Households with more than one telephone

number have a greater chance of being
selected by the survey. We ask these
questions to adjust for this.

**************
R12 How many numbers are there?

__ numbers

**************
R13 Are any of these numbers for business or

computer use only?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to R15]..................................... <3>

**************
R14 How many are for business or computer use

only?
__ Business numbers

**************
R15 In what country were you born?

Canada .................................................. <1>
Country outside Canada [Go to R17] ... <2>

**************
R16 In which province or territory?

Newfoundland....................................... <1>
Prince Edward Island ............................ <2>
Nova Scotia........................................... <3>
New Brunswick..................................... <4>
Quebec .................................................. <5>
Ontario .................................................. <6>
Manitoba............................................... <7>
Saskatchewan........................................ <8>
Alberta .................................................. <9>
British Columbia................................. <10>
Yukon Territory .................................. <11>
Northwest Territories.......................... <12>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R19]
**************
R17 In which foreign country?

China..................................................... <1>
Commonwealth of Soviet States ......... <16>
England ................................................. <2>
France ................................................... <3>
Germany................................................ <4>
Haiti ...................................................... <5>
Holland ................................................. <6>
India ...................................................... <7>
Ireland................................................... <8>
Italy....................................................... <9>
Jamaica ............................................... <10>
Philippines .......................................... <11>
Poland ................................................. <12>
Portugal............................................... <13>
Scotland .............................................. <14>
United States....................................... <15>
Other [Go to R17SP] .......................... <17>

[CATI]: [Go to R18]
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**************
R17SP In which foreign country?

(specify)
**************
R18 In what year did you first immigrate to

Canada?

__ __ __ __ year of immigration
Canadian citizen by birth................. <9998>

**************
[CATI - R19]: Review INTRO_5Y.
 Is year of birth 1940 or earlier?

Yes
No [Go to R25]

**************
R20 Did you have any wartime service in the

active military force of Canada or its allied
forces?
Yes, Canadian ....................................... <1>
Yes, Allied Forces................................. <2>
No [Go to R23] ..................................... <3>

**************
R21 In which war or conflict did you serve?

(Mark all that apply)
World War I .......................................... <1>
World War II......................................... <2>
Korean Conflict..................................... <3>
Other [Go to R21SP] ............................ <5>

[CATI]: [Go to R22]
**************
R21SP In which war or conflict did you serve?

(specify)
**************
R22 Did you serve in ...

Canada? ............................................... <1>
Overseas? ............................................. <2>
Both....................................................... <3>

**************
[CATI - R23]: Review H2.

Is respondents’s current legal marital status
’Single , Never legally married’    (i.e. H2 = 5)?
Yes [Go to R25]
No

**************
R24 Are you a spouse/partner or widow(er) of a

Canadian or Allied veteran?
Yes, Spouse/partner .............................. <1>
Yes, Widow(er)..................................... <2>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
R25 What language did you first speak in

childhood?
(Accept multiple responses only if languages
were used equally.)

R25A Do you still understand that/those
language(s)?
                            Yes          No
English .................................................. <1>
French .................................................. <2>

Arabic ................................................. <13>
Chinese ................................................. <4>
Dutch .................................................. <10>
German ................................................. <5>
Greek .................................................. <11>
Hungarian ........................................... <15>
Italian .................................................... <3>
Polish .................................................... <7>
Portuguese............................................. <6>
Punjabi ................................................ <12>
Spanish.................................................. <9>
Tagalog (Philipino) ............................. <14>
Ukrainian .............................................. <8>
Other [Go to R25SP] .......................... <16>

[CATI]: [Go to R26]
**************
R25SP What language did you first speak in

childhood?
(specify)

**************
R25SPA Do you still understand that language?

Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
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**************
 R26 What language do you speak most often at

home?
(Accept multiple responses only if languages
are spoken equally)

English .................................................. <1>
French ................................................... <2>
Arabic.................................................. <12>
Chinese.................................................. <3>
Cree..................................................... <13>
German.................................................. <7>
Greek................................................... <10>
Italian .................................................... <4>
Polish .................................................... <8>
Portuguese............................................. <5>
Punjabi .................................................. <9>
Spanish.................................................. <6>
Tagalog (Philipino) ............................. <14>
Ukrainian............................................. <15>
Vietnamese.......................................... <11>
Other [Go to R26SP] .......................... <16>

[CATI]: [Go to R27]
**************
R26SP What language do you speak most often at

home?
(specify)

**************
R27 What is your religion?

No religion [Go to R29]........................ <n>
Anglican ................................................ <4>
Baptist ................................................... <7>
Buddhist .............................................. <13>
Eastern Orthodox .................................. <9>
Hindu................................................... <12>
Islam (Muslim).................................... <11>
Jehovah’s Witnesses ............................ <15>
Jewish.................................................. <10>
Lutheran ................................................ <6>
Pentecostal ............................................ <8>
Presbyterian........................................... <5>
Roman Catholic..................................... <1>
Sikh ..................................................... <14>
Ukrainian Catholic ................................ <2>
United Church ....................................... <3>
Other [Go to R27SP] .......................... <16>

[CATI]: [Go to R28]
**************
R27SP What is your religion?

(specify)

**************
R28 Other than on special occasions, (such as

weddings, funerals or baptisms) how often
did you attend religious services or meetings
in the last 12 months? Was it...

At least once a week? .......................... <1>
At least once a month?........................ <2>
A few times a year? ............................. <3>
At least once a year? ........................... <4>
Not at all? ............................................ <5>

**************
R29 The next few questions concern your

physical condition.
**************
R30 Compared to other people your age, how

would you describe your state of health?
Would you say it is...

Excellent?............................................. <1>
Very good?........................................... <2>
Good? ................................................... <3>
Fair? ..................................................... <4>
Poor? .................................................... <5>

**************
R31 Would you describe your life as ....

Very stressful?..................................... <1>
Somewhat stressful? ........................... <2>
Not very stressful? .............................. <3>
Not at all stressful? ............................. <4>
No opinion ............................................ <5>

**************
R32 Are you limited in the amount or kind of

activity you can do at home, at work or at
school because of a long-term physical
condition or health problem?
(By long-term, we mean more than 6 months)
Yes........................................................ <1>
No [Go to CATI - R34] ......................... <3>

**************
R33M In what month and year were you first

limited in the amount or kind of activity you
could do? (month)
__ __ month

**************
R33Y In what month and year were you first

limited in the amount or kind of activity you
could do? (year)
__ __ __ __ year
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**************
[CATI - R34]: Review H2.
Is the respondent’s current legal marital status "Legally
married and not separated"?

Yes [Go to R35]
No

Review household roster; relationship to respondent
(INTRO_2).

Does the respondent have either a common-law partner (i.e.
INTRO_2 = 3) or a same sex partner (i.e. INTRO_2 = 70)?

Yes
No [Go to R50A]

**************
R35 The next few questions are about your

spouse/partner.
**************
R36 During the last 12 months, (that is from

{current month + 1} 1994 to {current
month} 1995), did your spouse/partner do
any work at a job or a business or was
he/she self-employed (at any time)?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to R41] ..................................... <3>

**************
R37 During the last 12 months, for how many

weeks was your spouse/partner employed?
(Include vacation, illness, strikes, lock-outs
and maternity/paternity leave)
__ __ weeks

**************
R38 How many hours per week did he/she usually

work?
__ __ __ hours

**************
R39 Did he/she regularly work evening or night

shifts?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
R40 Did he/she regularly work on Saturday or

Sunday?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
R41 During the past 12 months, was your

spouse/partner taking courses towards a
degree, diploma or certificate?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to R44] ..................................... <3>

**************
R42 For how many weeks during the past 12

months, was your spouse/partner taking
courses?
__ __ weeks of courses

**************
R43 Was your spouse/partner studying full-time

or part-time?
Full-time................................................ <1>
Part-time ............................................... <2>

**************
R44 During the last 12 months, was your

spouse’s/partner’s main activity working at
a job or business, looking for work , going to
school, keeping house, retired or something
else?
(Note: if sickness or short term illness is
reported, ask for spouse’s usual major activity)
Working at a job or business................. <1>
Looking for work .................................. <2>
Going to school..................................... <3>
Keeping house....................................... <4>
Retired .................................................. <5>
Something else
Maternity/paternity leave ...................... <6>
Long term illness................................... <7>
Other [Go to R44SP] ............................ <8>

[CATI]: [Go to R45]
**************
R44SP During the last 12 months, was your

spouse’s/partner’s main activity working at
a job or business, looking for work , going to
school, keeping house, retired or something
else?
(Note: if sickness or short term illness is
reported, ask for spouse’s usual major activity)

(specify)
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**************
R45 What is the highest level of education your

spouse/partner has attained?
Earned doctorate (e.g. Ph.D.,D.Sc.,
D.Ed.).................................................... <1>
Some graduate studies at the doctorate
level....................................................... <2>
Master’s degree (e.g. M.A.,M.Sc.,
M.Ed.) ................................................... <3>
Some graduate studies at the Master’s
level....................................................... <4>
First professional degree in medicine
(M.D.), dentistry (D.D.S., D.M.D.),
veterinary medicine (D.V.M.), law
(Ll.B.), optometry (O.D.) or divinity
(M.DIV.), or 1-year B.Ed. after a
Bachelor’s degree .................................. <5>
Bachelor’s degree (e.g. B.A., B.Sc.,
B.A.Sc., B.Ed.)...................................... <6>
Some university..................................... <7>
Diploma or certificate from community
college, CEGEP or nursing school ........ <8>
Some community college, CEGEP or
nursing school ....................................... <9>
Diploma or certificate from trade,
technical or vocational school, or
business college................................... <10>
Some trade, technical or vocational
school, or business college .................. <11>
High school diploma ........................... <12>
Some secondary/high school ............... <13>
Elementary school ............................... <14>
Some elementary school [Go to R46] . <15>
No schooling ....................................... <16>
Other  [Go to R45SP] ......................... <17>

[CATI]: [Go to R50A]
**************
R45SP What is the highest level of education your

spouse/partner attained?
(specify)

[CATI]: [Go to R50A]
**************
R46 How many years of elementary school has

your spouse/partner completed?
__ number of years of elementary school
     completed

**************
R50A During the past twelve months, did you

personally receive an income ...

From wages, salary or self-employment?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Don’t know ............................................<x>

**************
R50B During the past twelve months, did you

personally receive an income ...

From government, such as Child Tax
Benefit, Unemployment insurance, Canada
or Quebec Pension Plan, or Old Age
Security?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Don’t know ............................................<x>

**************
R50C During the past twelve months, did you

personally receive an income ...

From interest, dividends or investments?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Don’t know ............................................<x>

**************
R50D During the past twelve months, did you

personally receive an income ...

From private pensions?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Don’t know ............................................<x>

**************
[CATI - R50E] Review H2.
Is respondent’s current legal married status legally married
and separated or divorced (or did you have your marriage
annulled) (i.e. H2 = 2 or H2 = 3)?

Yes [Go to R50F]
No

[CATI]: [Go to R50J]
**************
R50F During the past twelve months, did you

personally receive an income ...

From alimony?
Yes........................................................ <1>
No ......................................................... <3>
Don’t know ............................................<x>
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**************
[CATI - R50G] Review ROSCHILD.
Does the respondent have a child on the household roster (i.e.
ROSCHILD GE 1)?

Yes
No  [Go to R50J]

Review household roster.
Is the age of one of the respondent’s children lt 25?

Yes
No  [Go to R50J]

**************
R50H During the past twelve months, did you

personally receive an income ...

From child support payments?
Yes ........................................................ <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

**************
R50J During the past twelve months, did you

personally receive an income ...

From any other sources, such as
scholarships, etc?
Yes [Go to R50SP] ............................... <1>
No.......................................................... <3>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R51]
**************
R50SP What other sources?

(specify)
**************
[CATI - R51]: Review R50A, R50B, R50C, R50D, R50F,
R50H and R50J.
Is there more than one source of income?

Yes ........................................................ <1>
No [Go to R47] ..................................... <3>

**************
R52 What was the main source of income? (Mark

only one)
From wages, salary or self-employment <1>
From government, such as Child Tax
Benefit, Unemployment insurance,
Canada or Quebec Pension Plan, or
Old Age Security? ................................. <2>
From interest, dividends or investments <3>
From private pensions ........................... <4>
From alimony ........................................ <5>
From child support payments? .............. <6>
From any other sources, such as
scholarships, etc? .................................. <7>

**************
R47 What is your best estimate of your total

personal income before deductions from all
sources during the past 12 months?
$ __ __ __ __ __ __ . 00
No income or loss ..................................<n>

**************
[CATI - R48]: Review household roster.
Is this a single-person household?

Yes [Go to CATI - R55] ....................... <1>
No ......................................................... <3>

**************
R49 Not including yourself, how many other

household members received income from
any source, during the past 12 months?
__ __ other household members

**************
[CATI - R53]: Review R49.
Is R49 GE 1?

Yes
No [Go to CATI - R55]

Review R47.

Is R47 = <n> (no income)?
Yes [Go to R54A]
No

Is R47 = <r> (refused)?
Yes [Go to CATI - R55]
No

Is R47 = <x> (Don’t know)?
Yes [Go to R54A]
No

Is personal income less than $20,000?
Yes [Go to R54A]
No

Is personal income less than $40,000?
Yes [Go to R54E]
No

Is personal income less than $60,000?
Yes [Go to R54H]
No

Is personal income less than $80,000?
Yes [Go to R54J]
No

Is personal income less than $100,000?
Yes [Go to R54K]
No [Go to CATI - R55]
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**************
R54A What is your best estimate of the total

income (before deductions) of all household
members from all sources during the past 12
months? Was the total household income...

Less than $20,000? [Go to R54B] ....... <1>
$20,000 and more? [Go to R54E] ....... <2>
No income or loss ................................. <8>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
R54B What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months?
Was the total household income...

Less than $10,000? [Go to R54C] ....... <1>
$10,000 and more? [Go to R54D] ....... <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
R54C What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months?
Was the total household income...

Less than $5,000? ................................ <1>
$5,000 and more? ................................ <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
R54D What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months?
Was the total household income...

Less than $15,000? .............................. <1>
$15,000 and more? .............................. <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
R54E What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months?
Was the total household income...

Less than $40,000? [Go to R54F] ....... <1>
$40,000 and more? [Go to R54G] ....... <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]

**************
R54F What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months? Was
the total household income...

Less than $30,000? .............................. <1>
$30,000 and more? .............................. <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
R54G What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months?
Was the total household income...

Less than $50,000? .............................. <1>
$50,000 and more? [Go to R54H] ...... <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
R54H What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months?
Was the total household income...

Less than $60,000? .............................. <1>
$60,000 and more? [Go to R54J]........ <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************

R54J What is your best estimate of the total income
(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months? Was
the total household income...

Less than $80,000? .............................. <1>
$80,000 and more? [Go to R54K] ....... <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
R54K What is your best estimate of the total income

(before deductions) of all household members
from all sources during the past 12 months?
Was the total household income...

Less than $100,000? ............................ <1>
$100,000 and more? ............................ <2>

[CATI]: [Go to CATI - R55]
**************
[CATI - R55]: [Go to S1]
**************
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**************
SECTION S:  Contacts for follow-up
**************
S1 Note to the interviewer:

Read the following section to each person
interviewed.

This survey is part of a long-term project to
investigate the relationship between the
family and other issues such as support
network. For this reason, we may need to
contact your household in a year or more
from now.

In case you move or change phone numbers,
we would like to obtain your complete name
and address.  This information will be kept
strictly confidential and will only be used to
maintain contact with you.

No refusal.............................................. <0>
Refused to provide information
[Go to S8] ............................................. <1>
Refused to participate in future surveys
[Go to S8] ............................................. <2>

**************
S2 What is your name?

Given Name

[CATI]: Length of field = 028

Surname

[CATI]: Length of field = 028
**************
S3 What is your address?

Street and Number/Lot and Concession

[CATI]: Length of field = 050

City, Town, Village Municipality

[CATI]: Length of field = 050

Province, Territory

[CATI]: Length of field = 050

**************
S4 Would you please give me the name, address

and telephone number of someone we could
contact if you move, such as a friend,
relative or neighbour.  (I want to emphasize
that we will contact this person only if you
move and then only to obtain your new
address or telephone number).
Will provide contact ............................. <1>
Unable to provide contact [Go to S8] ... <3>

**************
S5 What is the name of the contact?

Given Name

[CATI]: Length of field = 028

Surname

[CATI]: Length of field = 028
**************
S6 What is the address of the contact?

Street and Number/Lot and Concession

[CATI]: Length of field = 050

City, Town, Village Municipality

[CATI]: Length of field = 050

Province, Territory

[CATI]: Length of field = 050

Postal Code
__ __ __    __ __ __

**************
S7 What is the home telephone number of the

contact?

(__ __ ___)   __ __ __ - __ __ __ __
**************
S8 INTERVIEWER: Thank the respondent and end

the interview.
**************
S9 Interviewer Check Item:

Sex of respondent

Male ...................................................... <1>
Female................................................... <2>

**************
















